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Abstract

Wireless Communication is witnessing rapid advances in volume and range

of services. A major thmst for wireless communication technology is to improve

spectrum efficiency, rvith the goal being to support greater user density and Ìrigher

secure data ¡ates fo¡ the allocated frequency spectrum. One promising approach

for increased spectrum efficiency in digital wireless technology is the use of Spread

Spectrum Communications. It is a system buìlt to resist external interference, to

operate at low spectral energy, to provide multiple access capability, and to pro_

vide a secure channel inaccessible to the outside listeners. Of the many potential

applications of Spread Spectrum Co¡nmunications, Code Division Multiple Access

(CDMA) appears to be the most popular. CDMA has become widely accepterl

as one of the most promising solutions to increasing demands for high capacity

wireless networks. One concern in a CDMA system is to improve the capacity.

Several approaches to increase the capacity are investigated here: (1.) the use of

Welch bound Equality(WBE) sequences, (2) a CDMA/TD\4A approach for as-

signing signals to users, and (3) use of a hybrid of orthogonal sequences. For each

different approacli, the codes are constructed and the performances are analyzed

theoretically or sirnulated by a special iteration receiver. comparison ofthe above

schemes shows that the signal assignment technique, where a hybrid of two sets

of orthogonal sequences or the WBE sequences are used, is desirable.
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Chapter 1

fntroduction

The demand for high capacity flexibre rvireress services is evergrorving. corìe

Division N4ultiple Access (CDMA) is an access scheme that shows promise to
meet this dem¿nd. CDMA has been implemented in second generation wireless

systems that form the IS-gb standard. In third-generation (3G) mob e radio net-

works, wideband code division m'ltiple access (WCDMA) has emerged as the

mainstream air interface solution. Two wide band CDMA schemes are being

standardized as W-CDÀ4A(by Ðurope, Japan and Korea) and CDtr4A_2000 ( bv

the United States and Korea)[31.

This thesis focuses on improving the capacitv of the CDMA system. In the

first chapter an overview of CDMA is given. Included topics are the comparison

of multiple access schemes such as FDMA(Frequency Division Multiple Access),

TDMA(Time Division Murtipre Access), and cDMA(code Division Multipre Ac-

cess), the different types of CDMA, and the spreading codes used in CDMA.

1.1 Multiple access schemes: FDMA, TDMA
ANd CDMA

The basis for any air interface design is horv the common transmission medium

is shared between users, i.e., the rnultiple access scheme. There are three basic
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Figure I.7: FDMA

multiple access schcmes: FDÀ44, TDX4A and CDI\,ÍA.

FDMA (figure (t.t)), dìvides the radio channel into a range of ¡adio fre-

quencies and is used in the traditional analog cellular system. In FDMA, the

total frequency bandwidth is divided into frequency channels that are allocated

to thc users, with only one user assigned to a channel at a time. Other users can

access this channel only after the subscril¡er's call has terminated or is handecl

off to a different channel by the system. FDÀ4A cellular. standards include AMps
(Adranced N4obile Phone service) and rACS (Tcrtal Access communications sys-

tem).

TDMA (fìgure (1.2)) is a common multiple access technique employed in

digital cellular systems. It divides conventional radio channels into time slots to

obtain higher capacity. Siandards based on TDMA are North American Digitar

cellular, Global system for GSM (Mobiìe cornmunications), and pDC (personal

Digital Cellular). As with FDMA, no other users càr access an occupied TDMA

channel until the channel is vacated.



frequency

time

Figure I.2: TDMA

CDMA (figure (1.J) is an advanced digital wireless transmission tech_

nique. I.stead of using different frequencies or time srots, as the traditionar

technologies do, CDMA uses ,,pseudo-noise sequences,, to transmit and distin_

guish between multiple wireless channels. Its bandwidth is much wicler than

that required for simple point-to-point commr¡nications at the sarne dâta rate

because it uses noise-like carrier wave forms to sprearl the information symbor

of interest over a much greater bandwidth. However, because the channels are

distinguished by digital corles, many users can share the same bandwi<ìth simulta-

neously, The advanced methods used in comme¡cial CDMA technology improve

capacit¡.', coverage and voice quality, leading to a new generation of wireless net_

rvorks. older raclio receivers separate stations and channers by firtering in the

frequency domain. CDIvIA receivers, conversely, s€parate communicatìon chan_

nels by a pseudo-random modulation that is applied and removed in the digital

domain. Multiple users can therefore occupy the same frequency band. This

universal frequency reuse is crucial to CDÀ4A achieving a high spectral efficiency.

cDMA has gained internationar acceptance by celrular.radio system operators as

1 2 .1 1 2



an upgrade because of its universal frequency reuse and noise-like characteristics.

The IS-95 CDÀ44 standard has been adopted by the TIA (Telecommunica-

tions Industry Association) and in 1gg2 became a rìigitaÌ cellular standard. The

J-STD-008 standard for personal communications services wa¡ also accepted by

ANSI. ODMA is the first digital technorogy which meets the exacting st¿ndards

of the criA (cellular Telecomm'nications Ind'stry Association). Depenrìing on

the level of mobility of the system. it provides r0 to 20 times the capacity of

AÀ4PS, and 4 to 7 times the capaciry of TDÀ4A[1]121. Of the three technologies

GDMA is the only one that can ef[cientry ut ize spectrum allocation an.l. offer

service to many subscribers without requiring extensive frequency planning. All

CDMA users can share the same frequency channel because their messages are

distinguished only bv digital code, while TDMA operators have to coordinate

the allocation of channels in each cell in o¡de¡ to avoid interfering with arljacent

channels. The average transmitted power required by CDMA is much lower than

what is required by analog, FDMA and TDMA technologies.

The main advantages of CDMA are as follorvs[4]:

Increased capaci,tg.

Improued uoice. qual'ity, eli,minating the aurJibte effects of mutti,path fad,ing .

Enhanced priuacy and. securi,ty.

Improued coue,rage characteri,stics uthich retl,uce tl¿e number of cell si,tes.

Simpli.fi,ed system plann.ing reduces deployment anrl operati,ng costs.

Reduced auerage transrnittetl power, thu,s 'increasi,ng taLh tinte Jor por.tabre d.euices.

Re¡luced interfere,nce to r¡ther electroni,c deu,ices -

Reduction i,n the nurnber of calls dropped, d,ue to hand,off fai,lures.

Deuelopment oJ a reli'able transport mechani,sm f or wireress d,ata communications.

coer'istence utith preuiotts tecltnologies, tlue to 1DMA and, analog being able to

operate in the same spectrum range ui.th relatiuely little tnterJerence.
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Figure 1.3: CDMA

Classification of CDMA

There are three types of CDMA based on the modulation method used to obtain

the wideband signals: direct sequence(DS), frequency hopping(FH) and time hop-

ping(TH). in DS-CDN4A, spectrum is spread by multiplying the information signal

with a pseudo-rroise sequence, resultíng in a wideband signal. In the FH-CDMA,

a pseudo-noise sequence defi¡les the instantaneous transmission frequency. The

bandwidth at each moment is small, but the total bandwidth over, for example,

a symbol period, is large. In TH-CDMA, a pseudo-noise sequence defines the

transmission moment. This thesis is concerned with DS-CDMA.

1.3 Spreading codes of DS-CDMA system

Orthogonal sequences

There are trvo kinds of sequences used in CDMA technology. One spreading

spectrum scheme knowrr as orthogonal CÐMA, or synchronized CDMA spectrum



typically uses Walsh functions as spreading codes. Under the conditions of ideal

synchronization and power control, there is no inter-user interference. The avail-

able number of sequences is equal to the spreading factor N. This is the limit of

orthogonal CDMA(O-CÐÀ{A) system capacity. In the TIA/EIA/IS-95-A stan-

dard, Walsh functions are constructed from 64*64 Hadamard matrix which results

in 64 channels.

Pseudo-noise Sequences

Another spreading spectrum scheme uses pseudo-noise codes. One of their fea-

tur€s is that they are quite effective in overcoming narrorv band interference. In

order to do this, the PN codes need to behave like noise. A PN code ideally meets

the following constrâints:

o The sequences are built from only 2 different levels.

o The codes should have a sharp (l-chip wide) autocorrelation peak to enable

code-synchronization.

r The codes should have a low cross-correlation ralue, the lower this cross-

correlation, the more users one can allow in the system. This holds for

both full-code cor¡elation and partial-code correlation. The latter because

in most situations there will not be a full-period correlation of two codes; it
is more likely that codes wiÌl only correlate partially (due to the random-

access nature).

o The codes should be "balanced": the difference beíween the number ofones

and zeros in the code may only be 1. This last requirement results in good

spectral density properties (equally spreading the energy over the whole

frequency-band).



Usually the PN sequences are generated by linear feedback shift registers.

The number of PN sequences thàt can be used is limiied by the multiple access

interference. Commonly used PN codes âre M-sequences, or maximum-length

sequences. Such sequences c¿n be created by a single shift-register with a number

of specially selected feedback-taps. If the shift-register size is k, then the length of

the code is equal to 2h - 7 . Eaclt state of the shift register, i.e., different content

of shift register cells, produces ¿ different N4-sequence. The generator produces

2È - 1 codes.

L.4 Capacity consideration and structure of the
thesis

The number of available sequ€nces is always limited by the number of chips or by

the dimension of each sequence in a DS-CDMA system. In order to increase the

capacity, o¡ increase the number of sequences, one must sacrifice somewhere(such

as the balance constraints). Typically one would like to try to minìmize the

correlation between any pair of codes since in an additive white Gaussian noise

channel this determines the error performance.

Essentially, DS-CDMA scheme can be generalized as a signal assignment

problem: given a signal space of dimension m, and n users, what,s the best signal

assignment based on the criteria that the multiple access interference(MAI) is min-

imized? when n is less than m, orthogonal sequences are the solution. Because all

the sequences are orthogonal, under perfect power control anri synchronization,

the¡e is no x{AI. when the number of use¡s is greater than the dimension of the

signal space, one has MAI. The presence of MAI and its minímizatìon leads to the

construction of WBE(Welch Bound Ðquality) sequences. These sequences can be

demodulated by a trvo stage receiver(discussed in a later chapter) to accommo-

date more users than the signal dimension m rvithout appreciable degradation of



error performatìce.

Though various multiple access sche¡nes are present, an ongoing issue Ís

improvement of the spectrum efficicncy and reduction of the MAL This is also

the objective óf this thesis.

As a previerv, the thesis is arranged in the follorving order; Chapter 2 dis-

cusses the criteria of the signal assignment scheme. The problem in assigning

signals is illustrated by a toy example of a trvo dimensional space. In Chapter

3, starting from the paper [5] by Sari et al of a hybrid CDMA/TDMA signal

assignment scheme, a simple variation on it is proposed. The performance is an_

alyzed thoroughly. When implementation is taken into consideration, we see that

in the hybrid CDMA/TDMA schemes, the TDMA chips concentrate energy into

a few chips, a disadvantage. A natural question is: do rlther methods exist which

spread the energy over all the chips? 'Ihe solution to this problem is discussed

in Chapter 4 where a hybrid of tu'o sets of orthogonal codes is introduced. Irr

Chapter 5, arr optimurn solution for the signal assignment scheme is discussed

based on the work of Massey and \,{ittelholzer l8l: WBE sequences generated

f¡om linear codes. Such WBÐ sequences have some limitations due to the con-

straint between the number of sequences and the dirnension of signal space. Thus,

in Chapter 6 the ¿uthor proposes another type of WBE sequencer one which can

be constructed frorn Hadamard matrices. Although WBE sequences have very

good performance, their compatibiliiy with present CDlt4A used in IS-95 remains

a problem.

Finally a comparison of the different approaches: WBE sequences, CDN4A/TDMA,

hybrid of two sets of CDMA in terms of performance, compatibility, complexity,

capacity and implernentation, is made.



Chapter 2

Signal Assignment in Two
Dimensional Space

2.L fntroduction

In a CDMA system, each spreading code is essentially a vector in a signal space.

An orthogonal CDMA system, a special case, is one where all the vectors are

mutually perpendiculal with each other. ÞÌom linear algebra, the number of

linearly independent vectors in an n - dimensionaL space is n, i.e., the maximum

number of perpendicular vectors is n. If r¡lore than n signals nee<i to be assigned

in the n-dirnensional space with an objective of keeping all signals as orthogonal

as possibìe, then the signals have to be carefully chosen.

In general, assume there are m users and an n-dimensional signal space, with

m > n. The signal assigned to each user can be expressed as a linear combination

of an orthonormal basis set {pr(t), pr(t), ..., V-(t)}, i.e.

s¿(t) : ls¿¡çi(t) i.:1,2,...m (2 1)

where s¿(ú) is assumed to be of urìit energy.

In the synchronous case with perfect power control, when the additive white

Gaussian noise(AWGN) channel is considered, then at the receiver, the received



signal can be rv¡itten as

r(i) = L a,lEtsift)+n(tl (2.2)

rvhere a¿ : *1 is the binary transmitted infonnation bit of user i, .Ð6 represents

transmitted energy per bit and n(t) is AWGN.

A set of suflìcient stàtistics for the detection of a¿ is obtained by correlating

the received signal with the users' transmitted signals, i.e,

rT",,= l. r(t)s,lt)dt : I E6a; + /E'á t ajs;s t n¡ ì: 7.2...m (2 3)Jt) 
t - |,t+i

rvhere s¿¡ is the cross correlation between signals s¿(ú) and s3(t):

s¡.¡ : Io s¡(t)s¡(t)rlt (2 4)

and n; is a zero mean Gaussian random variable with variance -Ày'6/2.

Depending on how the sufficient statistics are used, different receivers are

possible. Each receir,er typically represents a tradeoff between compÌexity and

error performance. The one considered primarily in this thesis is the correlation

receiver. In terms of complexity it is the simplest. A correlation receiver is one

where the each user ignores the inter-user interference, represented by the middte

term in equation (2.3), commonly called multiuser access interference and also

ignores the statistical dependence between the noise samples, n¿. It simply bases

its decision on r¿ as follows:

,a¡=fl r,¡:Q
t a-i: -1 r,<0

10



Consider the inter-user interference term experienced by user i

M

€Ø: \f Eb Ð a¡s¡i
j=r'i+i

u'here, the a¡ are siatistically independent. If the central limit theorem is in_

voked, then a potential model for {(t) is that it is Gaussian with zero mean and

variance(assuming ð¿=1) :

M
o(t)'z: I lsn, l2 (25)

j:1,i+i

The total inter-user interference variance is the sum of all the individual

variances:

oþort:i i 1,,,f (2.6)
i_r j:t,i*¿

The righthand side of equation 2.6 is also known as the total squared cross cor-

relation(TSC) of the signal set.

when the variance of inte¡-user interference experienced by each user is the

same. then

o(t)2 -- oþçr¡lM (2.2)

o¡ the channel is the same to all the users.

Since the error performance, under the Gaussian assumption, depends on

the total noise porver(or variance), oTo7. + N012, equation (2.7) gives a signal

assignment criteria: minimize the total squared cross correlation which in turn

will minimize o(z)2.

As a toy example, consider a two dimensional signal space, where it is

desired to assign three users, i.e-, to choose three signal points in this space. The

l1
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Figure 2.1: Szgnal assi,gnment in two dimens'ional siqnal space

example shall serve as motivation for the succeeding u,ork, illustrate the different

receivers possible and highlight the potential problems in choosing a signal set.

2.2 Signal assignment in two dimensional space

Consider the simplest problem of three independent users each of whom are to be

assigned a signal that lies in a two dimensional signal space. From the discussion

in section 2.1, the assignment of the signal should be such ¿¡,s to minimize the total

squared cross correlation. Without loss of of generality, let the user signals, s¿(f),

have unit energy, i.e., normalized. Each user uses antipodal modulation, with

binary information symbols represented as ,L/fi, (,Ð6 therefore is the transmitted

energy per bit). The signal space is shown in figure (2.1).

The th¡ee signals are represented by linear combinations of the bases rp1(ú)

and q2(t):

sr(1) :5rrlr (1) r s12p2lt) -+ (s11, s¡2)
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s2(t) = s2rw(t) + s22,g2(t) -+ (s21, s22)

q(t) - 41p1(t) + q2ç2(t) + (s31, s32)

with 0 ( ú ( ?], rvhere ?" is the signal interval,

Withoutlossof generality, assign (.s11,s12) : (1,0), (sn,szz): (cosd1,sind1),

(s:r, s,r:) = (cos á2, sin á2), The cross correlation between each pair of signals is as

follou's:

512 : S2l : COS dl

S13 : sj1 : COS d2

s2B : sJ2 = cos 0tcosqz * sin dl sirr d2

where s¿¡ satisfy the unit energy condition, i.e, sl, + sl" - I

The total squared error cor¡elation is given by

TSC :21(cos0t)2 + (cos á2)2 * (cos01cos0" f sin 01 sin á2)2] (2 8)

Minimizing equation (2.8) results in the following values for the two angìes:

0t-tl3

0z: -r 13

The resultant signal set is shorvn in Figure (2.2). rt, is important to note that

Figure (2.2) represents the transmitted signals antì not the received signal.

13
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Figure 2.2: r f B si,gnal assi,gnment scheme

2.3 Error performance analysis

The previo's section presented the optimum signal constellation where the sig-

nals lie in a 2 dimensiona.ì space for the case of three users. The optimality

criterion used was that of minimizing the total squarerl correlation. However,

the basic criterion of interest in any communication system is symbol error pr.b-

ability Though the total squared correlation is closely and directly ¡elated to

error perfo.mance in an additive Gaussian noise channel model that is not the

situatio¡r here. This is because an individual'ser experiences interference from

the other users; an interference that, in general, is not particularly rvell modelled

as Gaussian.

t\rrther the error performance depends on the type of multiuser receiver

that is postulated. The performance of the signal assignment developed in the

last section is investigated for four different receivers. These receivers are the

most popular ones, at least in the research literature. They are:

1. Correlatìon receive¡

I4



2. Decorrelation receiver

3. Jointly optimum receiver

4. Individualìy opt imum receiver

For each receiver, it is assumed there is perfect power control and that the receiver

is synchronized. The received signal is therefore

r ft) : 1þ6 a 6 1 (t) + 1[ E 6a 2 s, (t) + 1fa u a r s, (t) + n (t) (2 e)

ivhere n(f) is additive, white Gaussian noise and a¿ : tI. The four different

receìve¡s and their error performance for the given signal assignment are described

in the follorving sections.

2.3.I Correlation receiver

A block diagram of the correlation receiver is shotvn as figure (2.3). Very simply

each user co¡relates the received signal with his/her transmitted signal, ignores

the i'teruser interference, and threslLolds the output of the correlator(or matched

lilter) to produce the decision. Note that in the absence of interuser interference

this receiver would be optimum. However, the actual outputs of the matched

filter here are:

Idr' : Jn r(l) + st(t\ dt = 1f E6at + (r12\\f Ebla, + 13) + nr

I's12: I r(/) + s2l1) ¿¡ : 1f E6az + 0/2\\f EbIat - où - nz
JO

rT',t: 
Jo' 

r(t) ,ßss(r) ¿¡ = $ror+\11\\Foço1 - a2l+nr (2.10)

l5



sr(t)
Figure 2.3: Block diagram of correlat'iort receiuer

The second term of ( 2.10) represents the interuser interference from the other user

¡¡'liile the the third term due to the additive, white Gaussian noise is Gaussian,

zero mean, variance À,fo/2, Since each user sees identical interference, the error

performance of each user is the same for all three users. 1'he decision rule for the

i¿l' user is:

choose 1 if r¿ ) 0 othe¡wise choose -1.
It is straightforward to show that the bit error probability is:

- f 2\'rEl | ,./ L:t ¡0
Pb -0.2a' J_,_ llnl)dn1t 0.5 I 

' j(n¡)dn:+0.25 
J -.f(n,)dn, 

(2.1r)

In terms of the Q-function, defined as Q(z) : # I: "-"" 
t, ar, equation 2.11 has

the form(as plotted in figure (2.4)) :

pu: o.zsQQtÞøolwo) + o.sq6þ{¡¡vo¡ + o.tzs

i6

(2.12)
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Figure 2.4: Error performance oJ r f J signal assignment scheme

Note that regardless of the signal to noise ratio, defined as Eü/N¡, that

there is an ir¡educible error probability of 0.125. This reflects the fact that the

interference is not Gaussian.

2.3.2 Decorrelation receiver

The decorrelation receiver decorrelates the cross correlation between different

users. Then the decisio' is made on the decorrelated suflìcient statistics. The

sufficient statistics of equations (2.f0) cal be written in matrix fo¡mat:

(2.13)(i):.G).G)



where À is 3 x 3 signal correlation matrix

/ s11 s12 s1r\ / IR:f ;;; ;;,;,;|:I j, i
tttìl\ srr sr2 stt / \ i -z i) (2.t 4)

If the matrix 1ì h¿s an inverse .R-r, one multiplies equation (2,13) with ,R-r

produce a new set of sufficient statistics:

(;'): (2.15)

Note that the multiuser interference has been eliminated. However. this is at the

expense of increased Gaussian noise. The decision rule is:

senlrll I

:li,i:l ]
(2.16)

Unfortunatel¡ in the r/3 signal assignment scheme, the matrix l? has no inverse.

So the decorrelation receiver is unavailable in this special case.

2.3.3 Jointly optimum receiver

The jointly optimum receiver detects the entire transmitted bit sequence, i.e.,

(a¡,a2.a3) in our case. As a criteria it minimizes the probability of sequence(or

symbol) error. For the r/3 signal assignment scheme considered here the signal

space plot is as shown in figure (2.S). Note that sequence (-1,i,1) ànd (1,-1,-1)

result in the same received signal point which lies at the origin(this in essence is

why the error floor was present for the cor¡elation receiver) . This implies that an

error shall be incur¡ed regardless of the signal to (additive white Gaussian) noise

ratio.

(:Ð G).0,i')
:: R 1À (;i).. '

lu,:
lÍ: 

=



User I bit
I llser 2 hit
:t

(1,1,- 1)

User 3 bil

| ..:

s, (t) 9'(t)

\t i¡.rr j

s, (t)

6

Figure 2.5: T/3 Si,gnal points and d,ecisi,on regions for joint optímum rece,iuer,
s¡(t) represent the transn¿itted, sigrtals. Tlrc recàiued iignát ytoinis are representetl
by a d,ot along u,ith transrni,tted bit pl,ttern utl¿en channel nàise is ignorert.

The receiver bases its decision on sufÊcient statistics that are obtained some-

what diflerently from that of the correlation receivers. The received signal is

projected o'to the two basis functions of the signal space to obtain the sufficient

6tatistics, i,e.,

rt : 
lor 

r(t)e,Q)at

,, : 
fo' 

,çt1e"1t¡at

The signal space is partitioned as shorvn in figure (2.5). The partition results

in the minimum sequence error probability and is based simply on the minimum

distance rule. The jointly optimum receiver is quile efficient at the base station,

because three users information bits can be detected sirnultaneously, but at the

mobile station, only one bit out of three bits is of interest to any user. For example,

9.(t)
2

(2.17)

(2.18)

l9



when user one wants to detect his/her ìnformation, if the signal ìn regions of 1,2

6 is detected, then bit " 1" is chosen; if the signal in regions of 3,4 or b is detected,

then "-1" is chosen; if the signal in the hexagon region of Z or 8 is detected, then

either "1" or "-1" can be chosen randomly. Therefore the decision rule and the

boundary of user 1 can be expressed as:

11 > 0, say "1"; otherwise say "-1"

Similarl¡ one can develop the decision rules for the other two users.

Compared rvith the correlation receiver, the decision rules in the n/3 signal

assignment case are cornpletely the same. So the error performance of jointly

optimum receiver for this case is the same as that of the correlation receiver.

2.3.4 Individually optimum receiver

The individually optimum receiver chooses the individual user information bit a¿

to maxinrize the probability Pr(a¿ ) 11,12), where r1 and 12 are sufücient statistics

¿s defirred in equation 2.I7 and 2.18. The decision rule of individual optimum

receiver for user i is thercfore;

Pr(au: *7 ) r1,r2) > Pr(a¡: -7 | 11,12) a¿ = 7

Pr(a¿: 17 r1,r2) < Pr(a¿: -t l rt,rù a¡: -1

(2.1e)

(2.20)

The decision rule essentiaìly selects the a¿ that maximizes the likelihood function

l(rt,r" I a¿), i.e., if

f (ry, rt I a¿: *I) 2 f (rr,rt I ¿¿ : -1), choose a¿:l (2.2I)

20



else

f(r1,r2 a¿: +i) < f (r,.,r") a¿: -I), choose ai:-1 (2.22)

For symbol a1, the likelihood function f(rr,r"I a1 : {1) has four terms:

f(rr,rt I ¿1 : +1) :

l(rt,r" I a¡ : 1 I,a2: *1, ø¡ : ¡¡7)Pr(az : +7,ar: +1)+

l(rr,r, I at: 1,7,az: tI,at -- +7)Pr(a2 = -1, û¡ = +1)+

Í(rt,rt I ar = +1, a2: {I,as: *7)Pr(az = *1, a¡ : -1)+

f (n,ry I a¡: i-7,a2 -- -7,a3: -I)Pr(az: -1, ¿s : -1) (2.23)

Since the a¿ are assumed to be equally probable and statistically indepenrlent, the

probabilities Pr(a2 - f 1, a3 : *7), Pr(a2: -1, as : 1-7), pr(az: -¡1, a: :

-I), Pr(a,2: -7,a¿: -1) are all equal to 0.25.

Consider user 1 in the r/3 signal assignment scheme, the first terrn I (rr,rz 
I

¿r : *t) in equation (2.23) is calculated as follows:

f (ry,12 q: *!,az = f 1, a3 : +1) :

: #",rt# l"' l,el -s1(ú) - s,(r) - s,(t)l,dt\ (2.24)

rvhere o2 : No/2.

Since s1(ú) : çr(t), s,(t) = ]pr(r) + fvzft), s3ft) : let(t) _ *ç"(r),

21



equation (2.24) has the form:

rt- - t ^ 
o- o

J\tt,t2tu1 -.1.o2 -*l.n¡-- -l): C+erpl'" -'l 12.251

whe¡e

c : 1!"rpl- ^rn [' ,Ít,,Jt]
v zTTo ¿o - Jo

The other terms in equation (2.23) are calculated similarly:

fît,r, la1 :{1,a2:-7,rLe:+1): C-*r{#} Q.26\

l(rt.rz ot - -Lt.02- -rt. n: - -t) - C , , tr1J142-Jl e.2Z)

f (rr,r" l a1 : j1,a2: -I,q : -t) : C (2.28)

The likelihood function f(rr,r"l ør: -1) also has four terms:

t(- - 1^ 1\

l(rr,r"Ial : -1,a2 : *1, h: +7)Pr(az: ,17,q: +1)+

Í(rr,rzlùt: -7,a2: *I,as: +I)Pr(az: -7,at: +1)+

Í(rr,r" I at : -7,a2: *7,as: -I)Pr(az: *1, a¡ : -1)+

Í(rt,r, I a¡ = {1,a2: -1, a¡ = -I)Pr(az: -1, ¿¡ : -1) (2.29)

The four terms in equatìon (2.29) have the form:

f(rt,r" I ar: -I,a2: *I,h: +1) : C (2.30)



f (rt,rz at: -7,a2 =t,(13 --+1) : 6' * rrnl-l]:!!:!Jl (2 81)

JQ¡,r2t a1 : t.o2: -1.a3:- t) =c* e.'\-l-!+3::l Q.32)

I(rt.rztot: -l-ot-- Lns: .l): C *rtp1. "\2¡ (2.33)

The bourrdary of the decisiorr rule is determined by considering equality in equa-

tion 2.27. After simple manipulation the follorving is obtained:

,,nn1l!) + 2 + sinh(\) * "ornlþ¡ : o (2.34)

The solution of equation (2.3a) is h = 0. So the decision rule is precisely the

same as lhäi of Lhp curreìaLion recciver.

The above analysis of error. perforrnance shows that it is unsatisfactory

regardless of which receiver is conside¡ed. Unsatisfactory in the sense thai an

ir¡educible error is present for th¡ee receivers and a decorrelation receiver does

not even exist.

The next two sections explore two other approaches to the signal assignment

for three user6 in a two dimensional signal space. The first approach is an intuitive

one rvhile the second is based directly on the fundament¿l criteria of interest, that

of minimizing overall error probability.

2.4 Intuitive approach

In general, the approach is based on assigning a set of orthogonal signals with

the cardinality of this set equal to the signal space dimensionality. The remaining

signals are assigned with the criteria the correlation is minimized.
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Figure 2.6: rf4 signal assignnrent sch,erne

For the toy example of a two dimension space rvith three users the signal

assignment is easily seen to be as illustrated in figure (2.6).

Specifically

sr(i) : rp,(t) <+ (1,0)

sz(t) : ,/i¡2çrr(t) + ez(t)) <+ (lt12,\/r12)

s,(t): vD.lz(,p,(t) - p,(t)) <+ (,/112,-,/tl2)

Consider again the performance of the four diflerent receivers. The proce_

dure is identical to that of the last section and the details are shown in Appendix

A. The error performance of the four receivers are:

2.4.L Correlation receiver

The bit error probability of user 1 is

& ot : 0. 2 s e L0 + rt) \F{N,1 + o. s q 
¡ rfi ø 

uø ¡ u,1 + 0.2 s e [(1 - rt) yE E b I N,]

(2.35)
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Figure 2,7: error probability of rf 4 si,gnat assignnzent scheme

The bit elror probability of both user 2 and user 3 are the same arrrl given bv:

P{z,s) :0.5Ç[(1+ Ji¡z¡rþffi1+o.bÇl(1 - Jl¡z¡rþa¡u"1 (2.36)

Figure (2.7) shows the error performance ofuser 1, user 2 and user J. It can be

seen user 2 and 3 have much smaller error probabìlity than user 1. The overall

average error probability is also shown .

2.4.2 Decorrelation receiver

The cross correlation matrix R defined in equation (2.14) in this case is

":(# i i) (2.37)



The inverse of R.

dt:2.rg x r07(Nolz)

oB : r.1o x n7 (Nol2)

t3: i.lO x nzWo/z)

The overall average symbol error probability for the three users is

/ 3.31 r3 -2.34 |1 -2.3411 \p-r0irnl -2.J41r r.6b6r l.65br | (2.38)

\ -2.94tI 1.6b5r t.656i )

The sufficie¡rt statistics are

(;:')::G)"Gi) (23e)
\'l

Where the new random r.'ariables n'r,nl",nl, are

/ ,, \ / n, \ f 3.3tl3nt. 2.341tn2- 2.J4 ltnq \

[ ;l ,J 

:^ 
{,;:,) 

:'o'. I i,:llÍilj:::glíili.n:i;: )''oot
Because n1, n2'à,\d. n3 are normal, Gaussian random v¿riables rvith variance

o2 : Nol2, so ,lr, nl, and n! are also normal,Gaussian random variabìes with

variances ol, ol and ør2 as follows:

(2.41)

e, :lo{sl*to-n1þ¡uo¡ *'5afr.tr to irfø¡uo1 
e.42)
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Figure 2.8: Signal po,ints and tlec'ision regi,on oJ n f 4 si,gnal assignment scheme

2.4.3 Jointly optimum receiver

When AWGN is not present, the possible signal points are shown in figure (2.8),

Þ-or user 1, if the signal in regions of l, 2, 6 or Z is detected, then bit ,'1,' is

chosen; if the signal in regions of 3, 4, b or 8 is detected, then ,,-1', is chosen.

It is very hard to obtain the prccise symbol error probability, but the worst case

lorve¡ bound and upper bound can shoiv the approximate error probability. For

joint detection, the region 7 and 8 obviously have the biggest error probability.

Choose region 7 (with information bit (1,-1,-1)) as an example. One can see point

7 has 4 nearest neighbors 3,4,5 and 8, rvith ',distances,, of: d1 :2(\Õ - 1) \/ñ,
î--- - _

dz : tl's : zlQ- \/2).,/4, d¿ : zJil, So the symbot error probabiliry is

bounded by:

Al+;l < Pr(errorlssmt'ot\ < el+=l-zql+=1 i- Al+;l (2.43)' {'2No -' l2No' -'r/2No 
v z.\o
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Figure 2.9: Co-mparison oÍ error performance of different recei,uers for rf 4 signal
ass'ignment scheme

i. e.,

- T¡, itç. tr r
al e -,/ \f 

:N',1 < p r t e r r o r py m t' 

" 
t ) < a t\f #l+ ze t Áf z J 2 - al !*',1 + Ottz - A4f fli l

(2.44)

As a comparison, the erro. perforrnance of correlation receiver, decorrelation re-

ceiver and jointly optimum receiver is plotted in figure (2.g). It can be seen

from figure (2.9) that the performance of jointly optimum receiver has the best

performance, while the correlation receiver is the ivorst.

2.4.4 Individually optimum receiver

similar to the c¿se or the t l3 signal assignment scheme, the boundary of the deci-

sion region between ¿1 : +1 and a1 : -1 is decided by the following equation(See

28



-N 

/2=0.1

- --- N /2=0.2

(2.45)

The solution of equation (2.a5) is shown in figure (2.10) when ø2 : 0.1 ¿nd

o2 : 0,2. Obviously the decision region is a function of signal to noise ratio. When

the channel becomes noisy, equation 2.45 has no solution. The erro¡ probabÌlity

and even the bound of the error probability are very diffìcult to determine an<i

beyond the scope of the thesis.

l5 _202
I,

Figure 2.10: D.eci,s'ion region oJ tÌte indiuiduat opt,imum recei,uer with a nf 4 si,gnat
ass'ignment sclterne

appendix B):

,r," h,{2 , _ co"n!z#!2 - erJ¡(T) coth@FQ)---' o^ e.tp(T) .l
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2.5 Signal assignment based on the criteria of
minimization of Symbol Error Probability

A fundamental criteria for any communication systern is to minimize the symbol

error probability. This is considered here for the toy example for the simplest

receiver, the cor¡elation receiver. The receivcd signal for three users in ts,o di-

mensional space càn be written as:

r1t¡ : {nus,1t1+ {n6s,(t) + {864(t) + n(t)

where s1(ú) : çr(t), sz(t) : ¿6sgrry(t) + stnïrçr(t), sc(Ð : cos02ç1(t) +
sin(í2)e2(t).

For a correlation receiver, the sufÊcient statistics are:

rt = I r(f) * .s1(f) rJt: at * a2cos01 { ascoslz I nt- .lo

1f s

rz= I r(t) * sr(t) rlt: atcosh + a2 + ar(cosï1cosïz t sinlrstnlz) I nz
JO

ry: l^ r(t) + q(t) dt = aúosïz + a2(cos0pos02 t sin01sin02) + ar+k (2.46)
JO

Again. the receiver is based on the decision rule: if r¡ ) 0, choose r¿¿ : 1, otherwise

choose a¿ : -1. Based on this decision rule and usirrg symmetry it follows that

for user i the symbol error probability is

4l¿l :Prþymbot error]a¿:a1].

The symbol error probability for each of the three users is

ll p, f¡ç.
Phtr¡ = 0.2bQ[111;'(1 + rosït + rcsïù] - O.zSq1^l'-lb 1L - cosll + cosl2)l

V /vo -'V flo'
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+0.25A1\Æ Q t cosl¡ - cos;2)l + 0.25A1\ff 0 cos1¡ - cos92)l Q.47)

ItE^
n,r) - 0.25Q11i ,:(t tcos9t+,'ox(O' -91111 9.25q¡

I'N
1/¡;(i cosdr +cos(01 -02)l

+0.25a1\ÆO t costl - cos(01 - eSl + o.zsltrff(1 - ct:s01 - *rrr, 

Ou.lor,

Pt (Ð : 0 2sAt\F(7* cosuz+cos(o, -oùl+o.zscl¡r[2&(t- coslz+ cos(0t - 0z))

ilç. Iõ¡-
10.258[1/ï'{l1 rosïL - cr¡slït - 0z)l r 0.2SQttl'4(t - cos02 rcs101 - 02)l' V /vo "'V No'

(2.4e)

The overall average symbol error probability for the lhree users is given simply

l¡v:

4(q, or, Eb/ Nù : [hrLt + Pt Ø + Pb'¡,]13 (2.50)

One norv needs to choose d1 and á2 for a given E6/Àft to minimize equation (2.50).

Numerical soìution of equation (2,b0) for a given SNR is unique. Table 2.1

shorvs all the best values of the angle d1 and ú2 which minimize the symbol error

probability with SNR ranging from 2 db to 26 db. It should be pointed out that

the angles shown in the table are confrned in 0 1 01,02 ( 180o because signal s¿(f)

is equivalent to -s¿(ú) rvhen binary(f1) data is considered. From table (2.1), it
can be seen that when SNR is less than 12db. the r/3 signal assignment is the best

choice, ivhich is the same as ihat shown in the prcvious section where the criteria

is to the total cross correlation. However, when the SNR becomes bigger and



Table 2.1: Signal assìgnments for different signal to noise ratio

sNR(db) Bir Error Probabilitv d1(degree) 0z
2 0.154738 60.03 20.06
:J 0 50218 60.03 2t).06
4 t). 46096 60.03 20.06
5 0. 42382 60.03 20.06
6 0. 39083 60.03 20.06
7 0. 36198 60.03 20.06
8 0. 60.03 20.06
o 0. 3164r 60.03 20.06

10 0.1 2993 60.03 20.06
0.12856 60.03 20.06

2 0. 27493 60.03 20.06
3 0. 26559 55.8 111 7

4 0 254r 53.I 107.7
5 0 24064 52.5 105
6 0 22539 51.4 102.9
T 0 2085i 50.6 101

8 0. 9012 49.9 99.8
ô (.). 7033 49.2 98.6

20 0.11493 48.8 97 .5
21 0.17272 48.2 9tt.6
22 0.11043 47.9 95.8

0.10808 4l .i) 95.0
24 0.105699 47.2 94.4
25 0.10332 46.9 93.9
'¿6 0.100974 46.7 93.4
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Figure 2.11:_ Comparison of error perîorrnance betueen nf\ and nf| si,gnal as-
signment scheme

bigger, the signal assignment has to be adjusted to minimize the error probâbility

based on thc correlaLion receiver.

2.6 Discussion

From the above analysis, it is seen that the signal assignment scheme depends

on the adopted receiver. When the correlation receiver is used to detect the

transmitted information, the r/3 scheme is better than the intuitive signal as-

signment(figure (2.11)) at the region of small signal to noise ratio, which means

that the criteria of rninimizing the TSC is consistent with the criteria of min-

imizing the bit error probability . However, ivhen other kinds of receivers are

considered, this is not the case. For example, the.jointly optimum receiver de_

tects the n/4 signal assignment scherne better than n f J. When the dimension of

signal space becomes bigger, the jointly optimurn receive¡ becomes more and more

=-a(ú
-oo
o
o
õ 0.10
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complicated(2N signal points in N dimensional space) and thus impractical if not

intractable. So the actual receive¡ is always a trade-off between the performance

and the complexity. In the following chapters, only the correlation receiver is

considered to expÌore the signal assignment scheme in higher dimensional space,

and an iterâtion receiver will be introduced to improve the performance.



Chapter 3

Iteration Receiver and the
Hybrid of CDMA and TDMA
Signal Assignment

3.1 Introduction

This chapter covers the iteration receiver and an intuitive signal assignment

scheme called CDÀ44 plus TDMA. In the previous chapter, the correlation re-

ceiver. de-correlation receiver, jointly optimum receiver and individually optimum

receiver were discussed for signal assignment schemes in a tu,o dimensional signal

space. No matter which receiver o¡ signal assignment was used, the performance

was not satisfactory. The reason is because relatively the number of users is sig-

nificantly greater than the dimensionality of th€ signal space. With this in mind,

this chapter considers the situation where the number of use¡s is in a relative

sense only slightly more than the dimensionality of the signal space.

In a high dimensional signal space, among all the receivers, only the correla-

tion receiver is simple, while the other three become impractical. But correlation

receiver performance degrades significantly when the N4AI in the system is large.

This is the case when the number of users is much larger than the dimension-

ality of the signal space or the signal set is not chosen appropriately. Froni the

point-of-view of both perform¿nce and implementation, the iteration receiver, an



extension of of the correlation receiver. is introduced in this chapter and applied

to the signal assignrnent scheme of CDMA plus TDltIA.

The iteration receiver is based on the intuitive notion thât if the sequence

set is carefully chosen so that the MAI is small or at least ,,reasonable,, then

the estimated symbol is likely to be correct. Then the MAI is known and can

be subtracted out which results in the classic¿l known signal jn additive white

Gaussian noise problem. Orre should observe that the approach is very an¿logous

to decision feedback equalization 16].

3.2 Iteration receiver

The general idea of the iteration receiver is: first use the correl¿tion ¡eceiver to

obtain the estimated symbols of all users; then for each individual user estimate

the possible interference caused by all other users and slrbtract this interference

{rom the original received signal; lastly apply the correlation receiver again. After

this procedure is applied to all the remaining users, the zeroth iLeration is finished.

The next iteration is similar except the estimated interference is obtained from

the decoded symbols during the prevìous iterâtion.

Suppose there are M users in an L dimensiorr space(M > .L). The sequence

set si(t), s2(f),..., s¡¿(t) is modulated by the user symbols a1, a2, ..., a¡a(bitary:

J:1). Under the assumption that the channel is AWGN and all the carriers are

perfectly synchronized, the ¡eceived signal r(t) is:

r(¿) : ¿rsr(ú) Í o.zsz(t) + ... + aMsM(t) + n(t) (3.1)

rvhere n(t) is the noise signal. If a correlation receiver is used, the users, symbols

ale decoded as: â1,â2,...,ãu, aß seen in Êgure (3.1). Obl,iously, if the sequences

s1(f),sr(t), ...,t*(t) âre not orthogorral, then each user will experience interfer-
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ence. However. if the scquence set is carefully chosen to make the MAI as small

as possible, chances are that the decoded symbols are likely to be correct, which

immediately means that part of the MAI is known. The iteration receiver makes

use of the result of the correlation receiver, makes an estimate of the N4AI, then

subtracts the estimate from the received signal, and applies the correlation re-

ceiver again. Thc procedure can continue until a performance bound is reached.

The procedure of the iteration receiver is shown in figure (3.1). Initially, for a

specific user, say user i, the MAI caused by the other M-1 users is estimated as

folìows:

A,IAIi-- âlsl(t) + í),2s2(t) +... t ã.¿_1s¿ r(ú) 1.â¿+rs¿+r +...+ã.¡as¡a(t) (3.2)

The estimated received signal f¿(f) of user i can be written as:

î¿(t) : r(t) - MAIi: a¿s¡(t) + (ø1 - â1)s1(ú)+

+(a,z - í¡z)sz(t) * ... -t (a¿ 1 - â¿-1)s¿ 1(f)*

*(o¿+t - íi¿¡1i) s¿¡ * - -. + (a¡a - àM) s M(t) + n(t) (3 3)

If the sequence s1(i), sr(l), ..., s¡t(t) is properly chosen, then most substraction

terms in equation (3.3) rvìll be zero, and even if there are still some terms which

are not equal to zero, if the cross correlation between s¿(f) and s¡(t)(j:t,2,..,1_

I,i+1,..,N{) is small, the estimàted received signal will be close to tl.re single user

received signal a;s¿(t) + n(ú). The decison rule of the first iteration receiver is

bascd un rhe sufficient, st.at,ist,ic:

rn: lor roçt)soe)tat (3.4)
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Figure 3.1: Decodi.ng procedure of iterat'ior¿ r-ece'iuer



When f¡ ) 0, symbol 1 is detected, otheru'ise -1 is detected. The iteration can

repeat. The problen becoms, horv to choose signal set sr(ú), sr(¿), ...,sM(t) to

fully use the property of the iteration receiver? 1'he following section discusses

an intuitive signal assignment scheme: CDMA plus TDN,IA.

3.3 Augmenting CDMA v¡ith TDMA
3.3.1 Signal assignment

The signal space defined in iS-95, which is the standard of interest ìn this thesis,

has a dimension of 64, where Walsh functions are used as the signal sets. A direct

motiration for this thesis is to increase the capacity of the IS-gb cellular system.

This translates tlie problem to one of horv should additional users be assigned in

a signal space of dimension 64?

One intuitive solution is to augment the CDI\44 signals with TDMA signals,

first proposed by HikmetlS]. This signal assignment scheme is called CDMA/TDN4A.

It is discussed in some detail below:

The ilh(i:l,2,...64) Walsh function can be expressed as linear combinations

of the basis shown in figure (3.2) as s¿(t) = Ðl!, so¡þ¡(t), i : 7,2,..,,64, where

ff" s¡(t)s¡(t) dt : 6¿¡, ?" is the duration of Walsh sequence, I is the duration of

one chip of Walsh sequ€nce, and T" : 647".

Norv suppose there are ?n more users than the 64 orthogonal signals that

the signal space can support where m is reasonably less than ,,64,,. Assign signals

to these users as follows:

x¿(t) : ç a 6 1¡¡ i :7,2,"',m

rvhere C a constant that determines the enelgy of x¿(t). In another rvord, the m

additional users occupy different time slots to avoid mutual interference within
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Figure 3.2: Bases oJ 6J d,imens,iort"al space

themselves, essentially they are TDMA users.

Without loss ofgenerality) suppose the signals have unit energv rvhich means

C : 1. Note that signals {s¿(t)} and {r¿(t)} are orthogonal within themselves

but there is correlation(or MAI) between signals between the two sets, call this

o,, : ['" r,(t)sift\ dt- Jo
(3.5)

The folloiving sections discuss the performance of the GDI\IA/TDMA signal as-

signment scheme when the iteration receiver introduced at the beginning of this

chapter is used . Actually the complete signal set is divided into two subsets, the

co¡relation receiver is first applied to the CDMA users during an iteration, then

to complete an iteratior the TDMA symbols are estimated by making use of the

estimated CDMA symbols. The iteration can continue until one reach a point of

diminishing returns in terms of error performance.
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3.3.2 Performance of CDMA user

Under the a"ssumption of perfect synchronization and power control in AWGN,

the ¡eceived signal is:

64"''
r(r) : ! a¿.s¿(r) +Ðb jî, j(t) + n(t) (3 6)

(3 8)

When the correlation receiver is used, the sufficient statistic for the CDMA user

is:
¡T-

ri = l. r(t)si(t) dt: a¿ *Db¡a;¡ * n¡ (3.2)Jo r' I

rvhere a¿ is the ith CDMA user irrformatiorr symbol. The second term in equa-

tion (3.7) is the interfelence caused by TDMA users: a discrete random variable

with zero mean value. Call this ierm ror:

slIlce

r! :lb¡o;¡:Lt'¡',¡
j=I j=r

rr" !! 64

û,; - I Ils¡rókÍJlAtU)rlt = \s;¡6¡¡ - s¡,
'u À=i k:l

Note that since each Walsh signal is normalized to unit energy, s¿¡ is either +l/g
or -I 18.

Assume the transmitted energy for each data symbol is F,6. Then b¡ :
+y'fi with. equal probabilitv. Therefore rf is a random variable with possible

values t/fi18(-m+2i), i=0,1,2,...,m, and a binomial distribution, i.e., there are
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(m * 1) possible values rvith the probabilities:

prfrI, : (-rn+2+D{EblsUl: Ç t -0.t.2,....m (3 e)

where I represents the interference sequence.

The tliird term z¿r in equation (3.7) is a Gaussian random variable rvith zero mean

and variance of N¡12, whose probability density is given by

rhl: Ì;"'p(+) (3.10)
v ]t 1\1r r Y0

The decision rule of the correlation receiver is:

r¿ )= 0, ãi : \/ñ
r¡ 10, a¿: -.\/ü

The bit error probability can be calculated as:

pr,(cDMA):ir,t {l ¡-a+ø '"Ã't' ¡1n01 ,tno (3.11)
¡:o

For convenience, define the probability:

r -JIt,+t^-¿u"'ø,la
Po,,: J__ 

' 
Jþ)dn, (3.12)

which is the bit error probability when å¿ : y'fi is the transrnitted symbol.

The plots of equation (3.11) is shown in figure (3.3) for various m:1,3,b,7,9,1i.

It can be seen that the performance of the CDMA users degrades rapidly when

the number of TDMA users irrcreases.
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Figrrre 3.3: The CDMA users' symhol errctr probability of the zeroth iterati,on
receiuer uilh m TDMA users (m= t. J,5,7.9.i1 )

3.3.3 Gaussian approximation of CDMA user performance

The performance can be also analyzed as follows( [5]). In equation (3.7):

I'i : ai + \lt¡a¡¡ I n¡ : a¿ * rI¿ t n¿

even if there are only a few TDMA users, the random lariable rj has many

possible discrete values. So according to the central limit theorem, r[ can be

approximalely treated as a continuous r.v.(random variable) with variance ø!,:

oT:-*EblN:m*86f64 (3. i3)

where m is the number of TDMA users, N is the CD\44 users or the spreading

factor rvhich is 64 for our interest. ODMA user i sees a total interfererrce r,ariance

o2¿or¡ causetJ. by AWGN and TDMA users of:

oànnl:Nol2+F,6+rnl64
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CDMA perfo¡mance at 10 TDMA users
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Figure 3.4: Compari,son between Gaussi,an approrimati,on antl, the theoreti,cal cal-
culation

Thus the symbol error probability of CDMA users is:

PbQDMA) _ Q( (3.15)

liy'hen m : 10, the performance ofthis approximation is shown in figure (3. ) The

Gaussian approximation of CDMA performance is consistent with the theoretical

calculation.

3.3.4 Performance of TDMA users

Consider now the probability of error experienced by the TDMA users. When the

estimated N4AI due to the CDNIA users is subtracted off, the resultant TDMA

signal becomes:

64m
Fr o¡¿ ¡(t) : Ð("u - ã¿)s¿(f) + lb,r ¡(t) + n(t)

i=t j:I

The output of the correlation receiver is:

-u \
Nol2+Eb*m/64t
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ñ¡gnu.r¡ : 
lu¡" 

rrr*^1t¡r,ç1 at

64

: b, +l(a¿ - ã¡)s¡¡ -t n¡, j :7,2,...m

ñ¡çrov.r¡: b¡ + rI¡ * n¡ (3.17)

u'here
64

rl :l(a¡-a¡)s¿¡

Each term (a,-a¡) in rI, is one of three values (2,0,-2) with probabilitie s {(0.5p6(C D M A),

1 - Pb(C D M A), 0.5Pt (C D M A)) respectively.

For convenience, call the bit error probability of the CDMA users P¿,s.

Note that, s¿¡ is deterministic, and can take on only two values: either 1/fif 8 or

-\/t,18. Therefore rrl has values on -128*2n, n:1,2,...,128(scaled by /4/8).
The probabiliiies of their values are:

P îI : -128) : (IPu'fn

p,(rl : -tzø): ( i ) e - Pb,c)(!zpb,ò63

p,(rl -- *rz4): ( i ) 0 - p'c),(;p,,)" + ( i ),t - 
pu,ò,(Tpu,òu"



and in general, rvhen ¡¿ ( 64. it is

(in i)(- "r '
P,r/, : -12s-, 2n) :' t'" ( u', 

I ,r - po..\,-,*tl
t-o \n-k/ '2Puc'\" '''"i 13'18)

and

(int)(128, n)/2 I a¿ \p,(,'¡ : -128+2nt = 
^ì 

( ,ru li r )(t- t','"r,,' " ,*,)ro,.ru'' ,28 n-2k\

(3 1e)

for rz > 64, where (znú)r means get the integer value of rariable x. Again the

decision rule is:

r¡(TDMA) s- g. ft: \/ã
iitTDMA\ <0. i¡ - -J4

Under the condition that ffi rvas transmitted, an error is made if 1fi f
(128 + 2n)JÐ.18 * z, < 0, i.e.

"¡ < -1[øu + $a - fi - t[a¡t," = o, 1, ..., 128

The bit error probability of a TDMA user is therefore:

pu,, : Tn¡lØ)) I"-rú ")ru;tn 
¡ ¡n,¡ dn, (3.20)

n=0

/(n¡) is defined in equation (3.10), and p.(rí(") is defined in equarion (3.18)

and equation (3.19).

3.3.5 First iteration

Usually the abor,e error performance of CDMA users (equation (3.11)) is not

good enough because of the multiple user interference caused by TDN4A users.

To improve the performance one can iterate. The following presents an analysis
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of the performance after the first iteration.

Consider first the CDN4A users. l'he estimated TDMA signals frorn the

zeroth iteration are:

ñrQ) : f bjr j(¿) (3.21)
j=t

Subtracting this from the received signal gives:

r¿(t) : r(t) - r,(ù =f o,su(i) *i,þ, - b j)r j(t) + n(t)
i=] j:t

The output of the iteration receiver for iih CDMA user is:

rTs,,,": Jn ì¿(t)s¡(t) dt: a;r_l(b¡ - b)s¿¡ +n¡
j=r

where fp, (ir¡ - lt¡)tn¡ 
"^n 

take on values of (2m + Zk)\/s,18, k:0, 1, 2,...,

2m, and as before (b¡ - l) € {-2,0,2} with rhe probabiliiy of {0.5p6,7., I -
Pb,T,0,5Ph,TÌ.

The decìsion rule is again : if r¿,ç s:0, a¡: l.otherrvise aj - -I.
An error occurs if \/ã + Lî1\br - õ¡)si¡ t- n, < 0

or n" < -t/4 + (m - k)\/414

The bit error probability of the CDMA user during the first iteration is:

p;,":ip.(rl(k)) [ 
rFb'tn 

''uoulo ¡7r,7dr,'l " Jo

L!l";'o, ( ,: , ) 
(1 - Po,r)a '',tr:, 

o,i'or .'l^
.-\int)lzm k)/z ( m \ri.:;'''" ^''\r--'* 

t )o-Pu,")"* 
È-2t(LPbp)m-(2m k-21)

ifk>m

(3.22)

P,(,:(k)) =



The estirnated CD\44 user data symbols are norv used to detect the TDMA

users. Subtracting out the estimated CDMA symbols from s(f) gives:

Again a correlation receiver results in the follorving set of equations

;1
t jlrDMA) = 7,2,...,m

f ¡g'otøa¡ : b¡ + rt,1-l n, (3.24)

where rjr : D1!rþ4 - ao1)s¿¡ and ãoi is the output of the ith CDMA user.

Once again the term (ou - ai) can take three possible values {2,0,-2} with

probabilities {0.5P¡,c,1 - P;,c,O.lP¡,c}. After ¿ similar derivation, the symbol

error probability of TDMA users P¿17. can be calculated as:

rl" 64

= l^ ¡, DMA(t).r jl dt -- bj - f {o, - ò,)r,; - n¡. j
JO

64 ,',
ñlo*o1): Ð(ou - a))s¡(t) +Ðb jr j(t) + n(t)

p;,, : inoí,,(ù) Io^n'u 
")Æ/n 

¡çn¡¡ dn¡

(3.23)

(3.25)

""("j,(,)): 
{

-t,,a^¡, 
( 64 \,, Dl ,Iil'o' - 
[, ] o / 

(I - P¿.ò' 2k1t-pt."¡s {"-zl¡

\-\int)\t2. n)/2 | 64 ' 
ilo 1 r¡ < 64

rf'1"'"" ""' ( rra : " - r )1t - 
PJ,.)"' n-2h(\Pbt,c)64-(t28 n-2k)

iÎ n.> 64
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3.3.6 Alternative approach

Another approach to the iteration receiver is: tletect tl.re TD[4A user first, then

use the estimated TDN'ÍA data symbol to detect the CD\{A user, i.e., the proce-

dure is reversed. Still considering the case of 64 CDMA users and an additional

m(rn ( 64) TDMA users, the sufÊcient statistics fo¡ the TDMA users for the

zeroth ileration is:

rvhere ff1, aísìj cal have 65 possible values with probability prl(-64 + 2n)

Ilãl: +, - ( o: 
). n-0,r,r,...,u0." \n/

The bit error probability is:

4,.,,,. : Ë #. (':) ¡-^"--",^/n ¡1n,7,1,,

64

r¡ =b¡ *lars¿i !n¡, j : 7,2,...,m

2tn r \/Fh+ln k)Jq,/A4.cr:LP,rl,!lk))l -" " "' 
f(n¡)dn,'l"Jo

(3.27)

As described before, the estimated CDN4A received signal is calculated bv

subtracting the estimated rDMA receiverl signals from the total received signal.

The estimatetl CDMA signal is:

64 r¡t

rs(t): r(t) - Fr(t):la¿s¿(t) + Ð(òi - rt,)x,(t) +n(t)

The error performance of ihe CDMA users is calculated simplv as before:

(3.26)

(3.28)
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[ ¡-r'"u'' ( t \,,-,." -\k-2tr!p, --\m-tt- 2t)

| 
2-t-o 

I f-¡ i 
tt - rb'lr]" -"\rrb.t1)'

Iz,(,{tos:4 ..,./ \ trolk<m
I rll"ll''"' 

r''' L^ !', , l(t - Pt,,\2^ k-21( pb.îr)n-t2n' k 2tt

| \ zttt-E' t,/
( if k>m

rvhere the subscript "T" represents the detection sequence of TDMA -+ CDM A -+

TDMA -+ CDMA....

After the zeroth iteration the bii error probability of the TDMA users and

CDMA users are respectively:

p;.r, - i.r,'r1 rj 1n ) ) f 0- 

\ Lt' I t 6a- n'v Et'' o 

I { r, ¡ or, (3.2e)

(3.30)

4,(,tr@)) =

P:,(,:(k)):

\-tint)n/2 ( 64 \,, D \n-2k, L r, \64.rr 2À.ìLk=tr 
\,-f /\'-tLCrt 

\irb'cîl

r-t1nt)\t2.-n)/2 ( aq 
if o<n<64

Lk:' 
\ rzs-r, -r)(t- 

Pt,cr)t'" "-'o(îPu,"r)on-(t28-n-2k)

ffn>64

. 2m r-Jt ,. \m -k){L:L/4pi.,-T t':,t,ltkD lo 
- "' " 

l(n,)d.n¡

çk,tt*p ( m \,, ,,l:-r o' 
\ t, - t )lt - Pi.rr)k ''(LP;.n)m-(k-2tr

Í0<k<n¿
,-ç,^41r* t1p ( m \rì15"'"' ""' \ r- -"k - t )o - Pi,rr)'^ k-21(LP1,rT)m-(2m k-21)

ifk>m



3.4 Simulation result between two demodula-
tion methods

The iheoretical analysis of the error performance is very complicaterì. A better

approach is to evaluate the performance by computer simulation, In flgure (3.5),

the CDMA performance is shown, while figure (3,6) shows the TD[4A perfor-

mance, Flom lhese simulation results, the following conclusions are obtained;

( 1). CDMA users have better performance with C DM A -+ T DM ArhanTDM A -+

CDMA for the first and second iteration, but the opposite for the zeroth iter_

ation. Simply CDMA users see less MAI than the TDÀ4A users. The TDMA

performance is weakly dependent of SNR, since for a TDMA user. the interfer_

ence comes almost excìusively from CDI\44 users.

(2). The performance improvement ofsecond iteration over that ofthe first iter_

ation is rnarginal.

(3). In the CDMA -+ TDMA itention procedure, TDMA users, performance

is simil¿r to CDMA users', but much worse than CDMA users, performance in

theTDMA -+ CDMA iteration procedure.

3.5 Augmenting TDMA systems with CDMA
sequences

R¿ther than augmenting the CDMA signals with rDMA signals, one can reverse

the assignment. In continuing with the IS-9b specification again, 64 users are

assigned to individual time slots or chips, r¡(t) : þ¡(t), i.e., i:1,2...64, where

ó¿(t) are the bases discussed before. Additional users are assigned Walsh signals:

s¡e) :f s¡*óxL4 :f,,,6, j : r,2,...,rn <<64
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Figure 3.5; CDMA user performance unrl,er two demod.ulati,on schemes
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Figure 3.7: TDMA u.ser perJormunce under tuo d,ernodulation scheme,s

To determine the performance of this signal assignment scheme simulation ivas

used for the iteration receivers as described in the previous section.

The results of si¡nulation are shown in frgure (3.2) and (3.8).

Performance in the first iteration:

(1). TD\44 users have better perforrnance with ? D M A -+ C D M A than C D M A -+

TDMA for first and second iter.ation, but the opposite fbr the zeroth iteration.

because TDMA users see less MAI than the CDMA users.

(2). The performance improvement of second iteration after the first iteration is

marginal.

(3). h the TDMA + CDMA it,eration procedure, CDN4A users, performance

is similar to TDMA users', but much worse than TDMA users, performance in

the CDMA -+ TDI\[A iteration procedure.
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Figure 3.8: CDMA user performance under two d,emodulation schemes

3.6 Comparison between full CDMA f partial
TDMA and full TDMA f partial CDMA
signal assignment

The following conclusions are obtained by comparing the two signal àssignment

schemes of full CDtr4A + pârtial TDMA and full TDMA f partial CDMA:

(f). The order of detection affects the performance. When 64 CDMA +
m TDMA signal assignment schernc is used, the performance is better when the

CDMA usels are detected first. On the other hand, if 64 TDMA + m TDMA

signal assignment scheme is used, then it is better to detect the TDMA users

first. If the correct order is used, the second iteration is not even necessary since

the gain is marginal. Figure (3.9) compares the performance of the second re_

ceiver between 64CDMA+10TDÀ44 and 64TDMA+10CDMA. A more general

staLement about the detection order of the iteration receiver can be made here:

in a system with nCDMA * nTDM A user, if z > m, CDMA users should be

detected first; on the contrary iÎ n < m, TD\44 users should be detected first.

Ë
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õ
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Figure 3-9: CDMA and TDMA user perJormance under two differe,nt signal as-
signment

(2). 64 CDMA f m TDMA is preferred. FÌon figure (3.9), the per-

formance of the two signal assi¡pment schemes are essentially the same in the

AWGN ch¿nnel. But because CDMA has increased resistance to mulilpath

distortion [10], and is more secure, the 64CDMA f wTDMA is preferred to

64TDMAIMCDMA.
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Chapter 4

Hybrid of Two Sets of
Orthogonal Codes

4.L Introduction

The CDMA/TDMA signaì assignment scheme discussed in the last chapter has

some disadvàntages typical of TDÀ,ÍA, such as weah ¡esistance to multi-path dis-

tortion, and less security. Moreover, the peak to averàge porver of TDN4A is higher

than CDMA signals which could be a serious problem in implementation wherr

the linearity range of the amplifier is limited.

In order to overcome these disadvantages, this chapter introduces a new

signal assignrnent scheme based on a hybrid of two sets of orthogonal codes. The

two sets a¡e chosen to overcome the disadvantages of CDMA/TDMA. The way

to construct such codes is discussed and the performance is analyzed.

4.2 Hybrid of two sets of orthogonal codes and
orthogonal transforrnation

The problem is: Given a complete Walsh sequence set of dimension n, then

horv does one accommod¿te m addìtional users(rz << n) with a set of sequences

whose levels are the same as in the \4¡alsh sequence set and simultaneously keeping

the MAI to a minimum? Essentially, this question includes the following three
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conStr'å,rntS:

. The first constrâint is to minimize the MAi betrveen the m additional se-

quence set and the orìginal n Walsh sequenc€ set. This directly results in an

ir.ssignment of trvo sets of orthogonal codes. This is explained as follows. In

n dirnensional space, the Walsh sequence set can be used as a. set of bases.

The sum of the square of the cross correlatior¡ between each basis vector and

a vector of flxed length is the same, regardless of rvhich direction the vector

is oriented. So, the MAI for the first additional user can,t be minimized. If
more additional users are added, then the MAI is kept at a minimum if the

additional users are mutually orthogonal. This leads to the result of trvo

sets of ort,hogonal codes.

¡ The second constraint is to make the projection of each additional signal on

each original basis vector equal. This also results in each individual MAI

being equal or each signal point unique.

o All the additional vectors should have the same levels, i.e. the levels are

either 1 or -1.

The foìlowing sections int¡oduce two methods to construct the sequence set

which satisfies the above constraints.

4.2.L Orthogonal transformation

The first approach is a "trial and error', method based on the use of orthogonal

matrices. Specifically, one uses Hadamard matrices to construct a new sequence

set. Because Hadamard matrices (which is a kind of orthogonal matrk with

entries 1 or -1) are knorvn up to a certain order(at least up to the order of 300 [12]),

the multiplication of the original matrìx with Hadamard matrices gives a nerv
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orthogoìlal mâtrix. If this new matrix satisflcs the uniform correlation constraint.

then it is a desired matrix-

Matherrratìcall¡ Fo¡ an n dimensional Walsh sequence set: fi,,i2,...,i^
expressed in matrix form as:

"': (: 
)

(4.1)

choose a Hadama¡d matrix T, such that Hz: l'+ 111 has all the entries 1 or -1.
The following gives an example for fou¡ dimensional space. Consider an

orthogonal matrix -I{ in the 4dimensional space,

/ -7 -I -1 -1 \,=[,i lj .i rj 
I\-1 +1 +7 -1 /

It is easy to find an orthogonal matrix fi:

/-r +7 +1 +1 \

''="[î] .l 1l li I\+1 +l +r -7/

The product of matrix IJ1 * fi is

(4.2)

(4.3)

/-1 +r +1 +1 \
Hz:r,_.,I,: 

| _ï ;i 11 _ï | Ø4)
\-1 -1 -r -1 /

Then check the sum of cross correlation of each row of matrlx I12 with a the



rows of matrix I{t:

o? = "3: ol: of,: rc

Therefore,'I is the desired transformation.

However, if the orthogonal transform matrix 72

the product of 72 with 111 is

Ht=Tz*Ht:

= ,rflfl was chosen, then

(4 5)

t)
/2
ls
\o

00
20
02
00

Though the sum of cross correlation of each row of matrix 113 with all rows of

rnatrix 1l:

o? = "3: o! - 6l:16

are equal because the elements of matrix 113 has different levels from 1 and -1, the

row sequences of .É13 are not the desired ones, They are typical TDI\44 signals.

4.2.2 Construct two sets of orthogonal codes by computer
search

The above "trial and error" way can't guarantee that one can find the proper

transfornation matrix. A brute force approach is by computer exhaustive search.

In order to speed up the search, one can use all possible constraints to minimize

the search region. If there are only m additional users, one just needs to find m

sequences instead of n.

The follorving constraints can be used in the search: If the original bases are

dL ñ2, ,...,i., one need to find the sequences ü¡ yz, ,...,ù"", rvhere E-; is represented

b¡

l,= fit+f, t 12t...r-c-n). 1(i(m
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where the coefficients are chosen to normalize the"energy" to n, i.e. the inner

product:

< ù¿,ù¿ >= n

The correlation between any base ã¡ with y-¿:

(4 7)

so the construction equation (4 6), (4.7) and (4.8) will guarantee that the cor-

relation between the n Walsh functions and z-fs is uniform under the condition

that all r-¿ are orthogonal within themselves. The following gives an example of

computer search result in 16 dimensional space. One starts with the 16 x 16

Hadamard matrix -F11(16 x 16):

n-
< rr, y; >: i 

¡r: 
Lt/n (4 8)

,1 -1 -1 -1
-1 +1 -1 +1*1 -1 +1 +1
-1 +1 +1 -1
+1 +1 +1 +1
+1 -1 +1 -1
+1 +1 -1 -1
+1 -1 -1 +1
+1 +1 +1 +1
+1 -1 +1 -1
+1 +1 -1 -1
+1 -1 -1 +1
-1 -1 -1 -1
-1 +1 -1 +1

-1 -1 +1 +1
-1 +1 +1 -1

Ht:

By computer search many sets of sequences can be found which satisfy the con-

struction equations, each set consists of 16 orthogonal sequences. Only t.wo such

-1 -1 -1
-1 +1 -1
-1 -1 +1
-1 +1 +1
-1 -1 -1
-1 +1 -1
-1 -1 +1
-1 +1 +1

-1 -1 -1
-1 +i -1
-1 -1 +1

-1 +1 +1
-1 -1 -1
-1 +1 -1
-1 -1 +1
1+i+1

-1 -1 -1
+1 -1 +1
+1 -1 -1
-1 -1 +1

-1 +1 +1
+1 +1 -1
+1 +1 +1
-1 +1 -1
-1 -1 -1
+1 -1 +1
+1 -1 -1
-i -1 +1
-i +l +1
+1 +1 -1
+1 +1 +1
-1 +1 -1

-1 -1 -1
-1 +1 -1
+1 +1 -1
+1 *1 -1
+1 +1 -1
+1 -1 -1
-1 -1 -1
-1 +1 -1
-1 -1 +1

-1 +1 +1
+1 +1 +1
+1 -1 +1
+1 +1 +1
+1 -1. +1
-1 -1 +1
-1 +1 +1

-1 -i -1
+i -1 +l
-1 +1 +1
+1 +1 -i
-1 -1 -1
+1 -1 +1

-1 +1 +1
+1 +i -1
+1 +1 +1

-1 +1 -1
+1 -1 *1

-1 -1 +i
+1 +1 +1

-1 +1 -1
+1 -1 -1
-1 -1 +1

tll



sets 112 and -F13 are given here as examples

Hz:

-1 +l
+1 +1
+1 -1+1 +1
+1 -1
+1 +1
-1 +1
-1 -1
+1 -1
-1 -1
+1 -1
-1 -1
+1 -1
-1 -1
-1 +1
+1 +1

+1 -1 ,1 -1
+1 +1 -1 +1
+1 -1 +1 +1
+1 +1 +1 -1+1 -1 ,1 +1
+1 +1 -1 -1
-1 +1 -1 +1

-1 -i -1 -1+1 -1 -1 +1

-1 -1 +1 +1
+1 -1 +1 -1
-1 -1 -1 -1+1 -1 -1 +1
-1 -1 +1 +1
-1 +1 -1 +1
+1 +1 +1 +1

+1 -1 +1 -1 +1

-1 ,1 -1 -1 -1+1 -1 1+1 +1
+t +1 -l -1 +1

-1 +1 +1 -1 +1
-1 -1 +1 +1 +1
-1 +1 -1 +1 +1
-1 -1 -1 -1 +1
-1 +1 -1 +1 -1
+1 +1 +1 +1 +1
+1 -1 1+1 +1
-1 -l +1 +1 -1
-1 +1 +1 -1 +1
+1 +i -1 -1 -1
-1 +1 -1 +1 +1
+1 +1 +1 +1 -1

-1 +t +1

-1 -1 +1

-1 -1 -1
+1 -1 +1
-1 -1 -1
+1 -1 +1

-1 +1 +1
+1 +1 -1
+1 +1 +1
+1 -1 +1

-1 +1 +1

-1 -1 +t
-1 +1 +1

-1 -1 +1
-1 -1 -1
-1 +1 -1

-1 +1 -1 -1 -l
-1 -1 -1 +1 -1
-1 +1 +1 +1 -i
-1 -1 +1 -1 -1
+1 -i +1 -1 -1+1 +1 +1 +1 -1
-1 +1 +1 -1 +1

-1 -1 +1 +1 +1

-1 +1 -1 +1 +1
+1 +1 +1 +1 -1
-1 +1 +1 -1 +i
+1 +1 -l -1 *1
+1 -1 +1 -1 +1

-7,1 -1 -1 -1
-1 +1 +1 -1 -1+1 +1 -1 *l +1

-1 -1 -1+1 1+1
-1 -1 +1

-1 +1 +1
+1 +1 -1
+1 ,1 -1
+i +1 +1
+1 -i +1
-1 -1 -7
+1 -1 +1
+1 +1 -1
-1 +1 +1
-1 -1 +1
+1 -1 1

-7 -1 -l
+1 *1 +l

-1 -1 ,1
-1 +1 -1+1 -1 -1
-1 -1 +1*1 -1 -i+1 -1 +1
+1 *1 -1
-1 -1 +1

-1 -1 -1
-1 +1 -1
-1 +1 +i
-1 -1 +1
+1 +1 +1
+1 -1 +1
-1 +1 +1
-1 -1 +1

-1 +1 ,1 +1 +1 +1 -1+i +1 +1 +1 -1 +1 +1

-1 -1 +1 +1 +1 -1 +1
+1 -1 -1 +1 -1 -1 -1
-1 +1 +1 1-1 -1 -1+1 +1 -1 -1 +1 -1 +1
+1 +1 +1 +1 +1 -1 -1
-1 +1 -1 +1 -1 -1 +1
+1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 *1
+1 +1 -l +1 -1 +1 -1+1 +1 +1 -1 -1 +1 +1
+i -1 +1 +1 -1 -1 +1
+1 *1 -1 +1 +1 +1 +1
+1 +1 -1 -1 +1 -1 +1
-1 -1 -1 -1 -1 +1 +1
-l +1 -1 +1 -1 -1 +1

He:

If there are m more users in addition to the original 16 users, then m Walsh se-

quences chosen from one of the above orthogonal matrices(not all other orthogonal

matrices are listed here) would serve as the additional orthogonal set.

lVith the incre¿se of the dimension of the signal space, the complexity of
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Figure 4.1: Performance oJ two sets oJ orthogonal sequences(17 users)

the computer search goes up exponentially. For example, when n:64, one has to

search 264 possible combinations of l;he bases; this is a tremendous task.

4.3 Performanceanalysis

Consider a system ivith n users which are accommodated by n Walsli sequences,

and m additional users rvhich are accommodated by the sequences y'y,1i1,y-2,...,y).

The sum of squared correlation between one lMalsh sequence with ¿ll the addi-

tional sequences is m + n. Considering all the Walsh sequences, the sum becomes

n * m * n : mn2 . At the same time the additional sequences will also see inter-

fe¡ence of the same level, so the total correlation square of such a system is 2mn2,

which means it has the same performance as n CDMA f m TDMA system. As an

example, in 16 dimensional space, considering the case that there are 18 users, 16

users can use Walsh functions, the remaining additional useÌs are accommodated

by another set of orthogonal sequences of 2level:

f-1 +1 +1
[+t +1 -l

-1
-1

1

-t
-1
-1

-1
-1

-1
-1

+1

-1
+1

-1
-1
+1

+1 +1 -1
-1 +1 +1
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Figure 4.2: Performance of tuo sets oJ ortltogonal ser¡uences(18 users)

For CDMA*TDMA scheme, 2 sequences are chosen as follows:

Figure (4.1) and Figure (4.2) show the performance for the case of 17 an<ì 1g

users respectively. In each case, the performance of the CDMA+TDMA scheme is

ìdentical to the two level scheme. This is also true for the first iteration Leceiver,

which is intrinsically dominated by the multiple access ìnterference that each user

experiences. Horvever, the two level system in which any sequence has equal

projection on all the bases is preferred over the CDMA/TÐMA system for the

reasons mentioned at the beginning of this chapter.

14 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ot
lo ¿ o o o o o o o o o o o o o ol
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Chapter 5

Signal Assignment in Multiple
Dimensional Space: WBE
Sequence

5.1 Motivation

This chapter discusses a signal assignment schelne based on the criteria to mini-

mize the multiple access ìnterference. In chapter 3 and 4, intuitive solutions were

proposed to improve the capacity of CDMA system. The more general question

is: in a CDMA systems with M users, and a certain number of chips, L, i.e, signal

space dimensionalit¡ how does one construct a set of sequences to get the best

perforrnance?

When M < ,L, one can always use orthogonal sequences, for example, Walsh

sequences. But rvhen M > L, lhe sequences cannot be orihogonal, and any user

shall experience inter-user interfer.ence due to the other users. For the correlation

receivers, which is the one considered in the rest of this thesis, the appropriate cri-

teria is that of minirnizing the sum of squares of the cross correlations between all

pairs of sequences, The design of the sequences that accomplish this is discussed

next.

Again, as in Chapter 2. it is assumed that all the N4 users have the same

energy, and that the seqtì€nces are binar¡ i,e, either 1, or -1. Before presenting



optimum seqlrences and their construction, a general formulation of the problem

is given.

5.2 Synchronous CDMA systems

Assume the vector representation of the M sequences ¿re s{1),s12), ...,s{M),

where each vector represents ¿ user and has L binary(*) components:

s{t) : [si, s'2,. , sL]

Note that each user has the same energy, i.e.

4 
"1;), 

5{t) ;,: I

ln the synchronous c¿se under additive white Gaussian noise channel, the received

signal is represented as:

M
- r-.;-J;\r: LD',s|t + n

where å,¿ represent the data bit for i-th user. If a matched filter receiver is used,

then the sufficient statistics of the decision rule are given by:

r¿:{i;{;) ;,:4 fiU¡u +ù,lù >,,i:r,2,....ttI

Under the equal energy condition, the above equatìon can be written as:

M
r¡:biL+ Ð y <s1i),s1i) >+<ñ,li)> (b.1)

j-L,ili
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The third term ( ñ, s1t) > in above equation is a Gaussian random variabìe with

zero mean, v¿riance L + Nç/2. For simplicit* this term is defined as:

q(i) :< ñ,li) >

The inter-user inte¡ference term experienced by user i is

€r') = I åj < s-rr). sii) >

Assuming the information symbols òj are statistically independent, then {(r) ¡t

approximately a Gaussian random variable rvith zero rnean and variance:

"(i.)" - Ð 1< s{i), s1;) ;'12 þ 2)

Equation (5.2) can be written as:

M

"(i)" 
:Ð l< li), s{i) >" _L, (5.J)

The total inter-user interference variance is then given by:

MM
oþort: ÐÐ t. lj),íù >12 -ML2 (54)

The problem is thus: choose the binary(fl valued) sequences slt) : [si, si, ..., si]

of ìength L to mininize olor.

A further constraint is: if possible, make the variance of the inter-user

inte¡ference experienced by each user the same,i-e.

o('i)2 : oli^à) : o2,o,) lM

67
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Table 5.1: M x L array contain the row \ectors and the column vectors.

w)-Ef-- s,, .t'. -. sr¿
-11\
S -' Stt 522 ... S2L

*tl ,,, t su2... t;,

5.3 Welch Bound Equality relation

Since oþor¡ is obviously gr€ater or equal to zero, it follows from equation (5.4)

lhat the sum of the squared inner products is bounded below by what is known

as Welch's boundf8]. Stated formâlly it is:

'Welch's Bound: i¡ 5lt),512)..., síM) are vectors in the complex field C, and

all have the same energy L,i.e., ll sl¿) ]':< lu), s{t) >= ¿, then,

MM

rÐ t. li),li) >12> M2L (5 6)
i:t j=t

with equality if and only if the columns lt),1') . ,1,) of the M x -L array whose

rows are sll), sl2)..., slM) ate orthogonal and all columns have the sàme energv.

l.e. il fk) ll': M, ro, 1 < ,4 < l.(see table 5.1)

Therefore

MM

"T"r:ÐÐ l< slj), s1':) >lt _ML, > M2L _ X,IL2 : ML(M _ L)
i:Ij=l

and

o'ro> L(M - L) (5.7)

If lÐ,1Ð, ...,1M) are sequences in C¿, such that I s¿¡ l: 1, for I < i < X,I
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and 1 < j < -L, then \4/eìch's bound bccomes

,li) ,> MrL (5 8)

rvith equality if anrl only if the columns Aar),y12)....,i9') of the,41 x ¿, array rvhose

ro\('s a,re li), s{2),..., slM) are orthogonal. \4ore over, if equalitv holds, then:

D . "{ò, 
dù >)": ur

5.4 Construction of Welch Bound Equality se-
quences frorn linear codes

When a sequence is such that it meets the lowel bound it is called a Welch Bound

Equaliiy(WBE) sequence. Construction of these sequences are of interest and

importance. In this section a construction technique based on the linear block

codes is discussed. The material in this section is taken from reference [8] (see it

for proofs).

The structure of linear codes can be used to calculate the correlation be-

tween WBE sequences. In order to do this, WBE sequences are represented by

linear codes by the following mapping: -1 -+ 0, 1 -+ 1 . If after such a map-

ping, the WBE sequence s*: [s1, s2, ...s¿] is represented by a linear code ò*, then

it's easier to calculate the correlation between two WBE sequences through their

corresponding linear codes as follows:

Theorem: Assume two sequences si, sl(+1 valued with length L) correspond

to two linear codes ó-, ò1. Then the inner product

< i, í, >: L - 2d(t,ú)

MM
\- \- l.- l')L1,t-"
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rvhere d(d, ôl) is the Hamming distance betwee¡r d and ò1, From the above theorem,

the rule to construct WBE sequences can be obtained:

Construction rule: The binary (t1) sequence set corresponding to the

linear code V is a WBE set if and only if the dual code 7r contains no codewords

of Hamming weight 2.

Corollary: The binary (f1) sequence set corresponding to the linear code

V is a WBE set if the minimum distance dr of the dual code Vl is at least 3.

Unipolar sequence set: The binary sequences used in a CDMA system

spread the use¡ data bit by either -1 or 1. So if the corresponding linear code

contains the all-one codervord, then according to a property of linear codes, the

complementary codeword of every codeword is also in the set, The correlatiorr

betrveen a sequence and its complementary sequence has the maximum possible

value: obviously not ¿ satisfactory sequerìce. So, only linear codes which do not

contain the all-one codervord are of interest. The sequence set sàtisfying this

condition is called a unipolar sequence 6et.

5.5 Construction of WBE sequences from cyclic
code

Cyclic codes form an important subset of linear codes. Of particular importance

in the construction of WBE seqrÌences are cyclic Hamming codes rvhich have a

d^¡. ol3. Therefore from the corollary above its du¿l code cân serve âs the basis to

construct a WBE sequence set. A l{amming code has the following characteristics

for every m > 3[13]l :

code length: n--2 -1-

Number of information symbols: k:2 -m-I
Number of parity check symbol: n - k : m

l\4inimum distance: dmø : 3
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Table 5.2: Minirnal polynomial of ¡15 + l

conjugate roots minimalpoìvnomial
1 xf1

a,a2,a4,a8 :04+r+1
a,a3,a6,a9,a12 x4 + x3 + * + r + l

05,ûIo 12+r+7
tt7 , ttt t , ar3 , a.r4 ra +23 +7

As an exarnple consider m:4, n:15, k:11, i.e. a (15,11) Hamming code

with a (15,9) dual code, If the dual code is a unipolar cotle(which it is) then it

corresponds to a WBtr sequence set.

The generator polynomial g(r), for the cyclic (15,11) Hamming code is

readily determined, since in GF(t6), all elements are roots of the polynomial

n15 - 1. It is given by

g(r):ra+x+7

Flom this the generator polynomial of the dual code is given by

9r(ø) : (x15 +t)l@a +r+1) :rtr+¿8 +:rr +î5+¡^3+12+r+I (5 9)

The codebook corresponding to this dual code is shown in thc following

table.

Since M:16 and L:15, then according to equation (5.a), the total variance

of this sequence set is:

o'¿rot : ML(M - L) : Í¡ x 15 * (16 - 15) :2ag

In order to evaluate the performance of IVBE sequence sel, the following

section will compare the WBE sequence set .n'ith a signal assignment scheme of

CDMA plus TDMA, proposed by HìkmetlS] and which has been discussed in
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greater detail in Chapúer 3.

To obtain m:16 signals this scheme talres 1b orthogonal Walsh sequences,

shou'n below, and augments it with ¿ single TDMA sequence which occupies one

chip period.

,1 -1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 i _1 ,1 _1 _1 1 _1 _1 _1

-1 +1 ,1 +1 -1 +1 -1 +1 -1 +1 1+t 1+i-1 +11-t+t+1 -1 -1 +1 +1 -1 1+1 +1 _1 _1 +1 +1
-1 +1 +1 -1 -t +1 +1 -1 -1 +1 +1 _1 _1 +1 +1 _1

-1 1 1-1 +1 +1 +1 +1 _1 1_i_1 +1 +1 +1 +1
-1 +i 1+1 +1 -1 +1 1-1 +1 -1 +1 +1 _1 +1 ,1
1-1 +1 +1 +1 +1 -1 -1 1-1 +1 +1 +1 +1 _1 _1

-1 +1 +1 -1 +1 ,1 -1 +1 -l +1 +1 1+1 _1 _1 +1
-1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 _1 _1 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1
-1 +1 -1 +1 -1 +1 -1 +1 +1 _1 +1 _1 +1 _1 +1 _1
-1 +1 -1 +1 ,1 +1 -1 +1 +1 -1 +1 _1 +1 _1 +1 _i
-1 -1 +1 +1 -1 -1 +1 +1 +1 +1 _1 _1 +1 +1 1_1
-1 +1 +1 1-1 +1 +1 -1 +1 _1 _1 +1 +1 _1 _1 +1
-1 -1 -1 1+1 +1 +1 +1 +1 +i +1 +1 -1 -1 -i _1
-1 +1 -1 +1 +1 -i +1 -1 +1 -1 +1 _1 -1 +1 _1 +1
-1 -t +1 +1 +1 +1 -1 -t +1 +1 -1 -1 _1 _1 +1 +1

TDÀ44 sequence: 4, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 U 0 0 0 01
r r i | 0 1 0 I I 0 0 i 0 0 0l
0 r 1 r r 0 I 0 I I 0 0 I 0 0l
I (, 0 0 1 I I I 0 I 0 1 1 0 0l
0 u r r r I 0 I 0 I I 0 0 I 0l
I r 0 0 t 0 0 0 I I I I 0 r 0l
0 i 0 0 0 1 I I r 0 r 0 I 1 0l
r 0 r I 0 0 I 0 0 0 I t r I 0l
0ll 0 r r r I 0 i 0 I 1 0 0 ll
r I r 0 i 0 I 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 rl
0 r I 0 0 1 0 0 0 r r I 1 0 1l
r.0 0 r 0 0 0 I I 1 r 0 r 0 Ìl
0 0 r 0 0 0 1 i I Ì 0 1 0 I ll
t 1 0 r 0 r r 0 0 i 0 u 0 1 1l
0 r 0 I I 0 0 t 0 0 0 I 1 I tl
1 0 r 0 I 1 0 0 I 0 0 0 .r 1 1l



The total variance of this spreading scheme is:

oTor - 240 + 240: 480

twice that of the \4/BE sequence. Fulther, the WBE sequence set has a uniform

single user N4AI (multiple access interference) rariance:

õ?(WBE) = L(M - L) : 15,1 < i < 16

whereas in the 15 CDMA + I TDMA scheme the CDMA user experiences a MAI

variance of ol(CDMA) - 16, 1 < i < 15 rvhile the TDMA user sees a N4AI

variance of o2(T DM,4) - 15 x 16 : 240.

Another benefit of using the WBE sequence instead of CDMA+TDMA is

that the sequence has only two levels(t1 valued instead of tl, +4).

Performance simulation Under additive white Gaussian noise channel,

an iteration receiver(explained also in Chapter 3) is used to detect the user,s

information symbol. The zeroth iteration receiver is jusi a single user matched

filter receiver as shown in equation (5.1):

r[t)=Lbi+ei+n¿ (5.10)

where the decision rule is:

if rjr) > g, ¿r(r) : 1

otherwise ôjt) : -r.
where " 1" Ìepresents the first stage receiver.

After all the user's data symbols are detected, we can construct lhe first

iter¿tion receiver. The suficient statistics of first iteration receiver are



Comparison behveen 16 CDMA users + I TDMA uscr

and I6 Welch sequences(15,4,8 cycLc codes)
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l'igure 5.1: Performance s'imulati,on of WBE and, CDMA+TDMA

r[2) :,tt) _ Ë ¡; ( s-, sr )
j=t,j+i

and decision rule of the first iteration receiver is:

if 
"j2) 

> o, î,') : t;

otherwise î,Í') : _t.

The symbol error probability of 15 CDMA + 1 TDX4A, WBE and pure

CDÀ44 are shown in figure (5.1). As can be seen:

(f ). The zeroth iteration performance of WBE sequences is much better

than CDMA+TDMA scheme,especially when the signal-to-noise ratio is high.

The poor performance of the latter is caused by the big variance of multiuser

interfe¡ence term which is relatively smaller for WBE sequences.

(2). The first iteration receiver performed similarly for both schemes. Both
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approach the pure CDMA spreading scheme.

(3). There some limitations irr constructing WBE sequences from the linear

cyclic Hamming codes, bccause the length of the codeword and information sym-

bol must satisfy the relation n :2^ - 1., where n is the length of the sequence,

m is an integer.
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Chapter 6

Construction of \MBE Sequences
from Hadamard Matrices and
Performance Evaluation

6.1 Motivation

In the previous chapter, WBE sequences were constructed from binary linear

codes, in particular, from binary linear cyclic codes. The disadvantage of this

construction is that one can't construct the desired length and desired number

of WBE sequences, there are always certain constraints. For (n,,k) cyclic codes,

the number of codewords is 2e, k : 2* , m - 1, and the lengl,h of each codewo¡d

is n : 2^ - 1. Therefore the number of sequences can only be increased in

exponential steps rvhich ¡esults in a huge increase in inter-user interference.

A natural problern to ¿sk is: If there are M users, and the length of each

sequence is L, rvhere M > L, do WBE sequences exist for any M and L? If so.

horv can one construct the best WBE sequences with re¿rsonable capacity to ac-

commodate the M users? Of particular interest is the situation whe¡e \4 is not

that "much greater" than L. Construction of WBE seqrÌences based on Hadamard

matrices and Walsh functions is discussed in this chapter. WBE sequence per-



formance is compared rvith the CDMA+TDN,ÍA signal assignment. Again this is

done for the case if M : 64 user.

6.2 Hadamard matix

A Hadamard matrir H is an n x n matrix with entries of -1 and 1which satisfles the

condition: H+HT : n+ide.ntr,ty matrir[n] [16], where n is the order of the matrix,

¡1" is the transpose of H. A very important property of Hadamard matrix is that

all rorvs as welÌ as all columns are pairwise orthogonal. Historically, the Hadamard

matrix originated from solving the follorving problem: given a rz x n matrix with

entries of a1, -1 , whai is the maximum possible value of its determin¿nt? The

solution ìs the Hadamard matrix which has the determinant 117][18]:

detlHl:n1/2

6.3 Construction of WBE Sequences from the
Hadamard matrix

6.3.1 The relation between WBE sequences and Walsh
functions

From the discussion on WBE sequences in Chapter 5 , the rorv vector of an M x L

matrix with *1 elements are WBE sequences if and only if the colurnn vectors are

mutually orthogonal. Obviously, then Walsh functions ivhich are the row vectors

of the Hadamard rnatrix are WBE sequeûces. But in this case, the number of

row vectom is the same as the column vectors, i.e., the number of users is equal

to the length of the sequence. What is desìred is "shortened" Walsh functions,

ones wlrere M > L. They ale easily obtained from a 14 x M Hadamard matrix

by deleting any M -.L columns of the matrlr. The remaining columns are still

mutually orthogonal. Though the rows åre not orthogonal any more, they are the
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desired WBE sequences.

The total variance of inter-user interference, which is an indication of per-

formance, of such WBE sequences is readily obtained using equation b.Z and is

given by:

o?rorlwan¡: ML(M * L) (6.1)

In comparison with the CDXIA+TDM,4 scheme rvhere it is assumed there are a

total of M users, L of whom use Walsh sequences, while ihe other (M - tr) users

use TDMA pulses, then:

variance of each CDN4A user: (M - L) + L

variance of all CDMA users: .L * (M - L) * L

variance of each TDMA user: (M - L) * L

variance of all TDMA users: (M - L) * L + L

Note in the above the Walsh sequences have an arnplitude of f1, while the

TDMA sequences have a pulse amplitude of /.L.

The total variance of CDMA+TDMA is

oToT(CDMA+TDMA) : (M - L) * L2 + (M - L)L2 :2 * (M - L)L2

and therefore one gets the following ratio:

olor(W BE)
ol",(CDMA+TDMA)

As long as the number of users is less than two times the sequence length, the ra-

tio 4 is always less than one, which indicates that WBE sequences are better than

the CDX4A+TDMA schemc. Practically M is considerably less than 2L. As an

example considers the IS-95 standard where L:64. Let M :74, i.e., one is inter-

ested in an extra 10 users. Then ? :0.58 which means that a system using WBE

M
-2L
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sequences shall experience much less MAI than one based on CDMA+TDMA

sequences,

To explore further the construction of WBE sequences from Hadamard ma-

trices, consider the simple case rvhere L : 76, btt M : 2O or 24. One can

construct the set of WBE sequences from Hadamard matrices of order 20 and 24

respectively. The two m¿trices are given in appendlx D.

Consider first M : 20. Then 20 WBE sequences of length 16 are obtained

from the 20 x 20 Hadamard matrix by simply deleting the last 4 columns. The

resulting set is(W'26):

(raio)=

+1 -1 -1 1 -1 -1 -1 ,1 -1 -1 -1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1+1 +1 1+1 +i -1 -1 -1 -1 +1 -1 +1 -1 +1 +1 +1
+1 +1 +1 1+1 +1 -1 -1 l-1 +1 ,1 +1 -1 +1 +1
+1 -1 +1 +1 -1 +1 +1 -1 -1 -1 -1 +1 -1 +1 ,1 +1
+1 1-1 +1 +1 -1 +i +1 -1 -1 -1 -t +t -1 +1 -l+1 +1 -1 -1 +1 +1 -1 +1 +1 -1 -1 -1 1+1 -1 +1
+1 +1 +1 1-1 +1 +1 -1 +1 +1 -1 1 1-1 +1 -1+1 +1 +1 +1 -1 -i +1 +1 -1 +1 +1 -1 -1 -1 -1 +1
+1 +1 +1 +1 +1 -1 -1 +1 +1 -1 +1 +1 -1 -1 -1 -1+1 -1 +1 +1 +1 +1 -1 -t +t +1 -1 +1 +1 -1 -1 1

+1 +1 -1 +1 +1 +1 +1 -1 -1 +1 +1 -1 +1 +1 -1 -1+1 -1 +1 -1 +1 +1 +1 +1 -1 ,1 +1 +1 -1 +1 +1 -1+1 +1 -1 +1 -1 +1 +i +1 +1 1-1 +1 +1 -1 +1 +1
+1 -1 +1 1+1 -1 +1 +1 +1 +1 -1 1+1 +1 -1 +1
+1 -1 -1 +1 -1 +1 -1 +1 +i +1 +1 -1 -1 +1 +1 -1+1 1-1 -1 +1 1+1 -1 +1 +1 +1 +1 -1 -1 +1 +1
+1 -1 -1 -1 -r +t -1 +1 -1 +1 +1 +1 +1 -1 1+t
+1 +1 ,1 -1 -1 1+1 -1 +1 1+1 +1 +1 +1 -1 -1+1 +1 +1 -1 -1 *1 1+1 -1 +1 -1 +1 +1 +i +1 -1+1 -1 +1 1-1 I 1 -1 -i +1 -1 +1 -1 +i +1 +1 +1

It is easy to calculate the total variance of the WBÐ sequence set from

equation( 6.1). For convenience, the average individu¿l rariance, normalized to

the energy of each sequence, is calculated in terms of db.

The choice of the WBE sequence subset from a complete set remains another

issue. The detailed calculation shows that the average individual variance differs
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Ta!þ 6 1: The average individual variance at different number of users(frorn20 x
20 Hadamard matrix)

number of users WBE: ør¡¿p (dö) CDlvf A+TDMA: o ¡ ¡¡ ¡(db)
t;
18 2.88
19 3.13
20 3,36

2.88
J./O
.1.38

only slightly between two subsets. The average individual v¿riance of the subset

rvhere the first N4 sequences are chosen from m¿trix W2¡ is shown in table 6.1.

Note that rvhen the number of users ìs less than 18, one should use CDMA *
TDMA, but when it is larger than 18, WBE sequences perform better, If there

are more than 20 users, say 24, then WBE sequences can be constructed from

the 24 x 24 Hadamard matrix by deleting the last 8 columns. The final WBE

sequence set I4l1 is shown as below.

However, since for auy given order, the Hadamard matrix is not unique, one

can use a different 24x24 Hadamard matrix to obtaìn the 16 WBÐ sequ€nces, this

results in set tr4l2.

For a particular M(16 < M < 24), the average individual variance is cal-

culated for the three sequence sets, based on Ifi, based on I{22 CDMA*TDMA.

The resuÌts are shown in table 6.2.
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'I¿ble 6.2: Total variance at different number of users(from 24 x 24 lladamard
matrix)

rr¡lmher ol users WBEI: o7¡vp(dò) \VBE@

20 4.31

18

19
4.51
4.39

4.32

4.25
,1,.31

4.37
4.47
4.47
4.52

3.51
4.02
4.40
4.70
4.94
5.14

21 4.26
22 4.34
23 4.4r
24 4.52

W:

+1 -1
-1 1

+1 i
1 ,1

+1 -1
-1 -i
+1 -1
-1 -1
+1 1

-1 -1
+1 -i1 -1
+1 -7
-1 -1
+1 -1
-1 ,1
+1 -1
-1 1

+1 -1
-1 -1
+1 -1
-1 -1
+1 -i
-1 -1

+1 +1 1

+1 +1 -1
+1 +1 -1
+1 +1 -1
+1 +1 1

+1 +1 -1
+1 -1 +1
+1 -1 +i
+1 -1 +1
+1 1 +1
+1 -1 +1
+1 -1 +1
-1 +i +1
-1 +1 +i
-1 +1 +1
-1 +1 +1
-1 +1 +i
-1 +1 +1
-1 -1 1

-1 -1 -1
-1 -1 -1
-1 -i I
-1 -1 -1
-1 1 -1

-1 +1 +1
+1 -1 +1
-1 +1 1

+1 -1 +1
-1 +1 -1
+1 1 -1
+1 -1 1

+1 +i -1
+1 -1 -1
-1 +1 +1

-1 -r +t
-1 +1 +1
+1 +1 -1
+1 +1 -1
+1 -1 +i
1 +1 -11 -1 +1

-1 -1 +1
+1 +1 +1
+1 +1 +1
+1 +1 +1
1 -1 -1

-1 -1 -1
-1 -1 -1

-1 -r +l
+1 -1 -1
+1 +1 -i
-1 -1 +1
-1 +1 +1
+1 +1 -1
+1 -1 +1
I -t +t

-1 +1 +1
+1 -1 -1
+1 +1 -1
-1 +1 -1
+1 -1 -1
-1 +1 -1
-1 +1 -1
+1 1+1
+1 1+1
-1 +1 +1
+1 +1 +1
+i +1 +1
,1 -l -1
+1 +1 +1
-1 -1 -1
-1 -1 -1

-1 -1 +1 -1
-1 +1 +1 -1
-1 +1 -1 -1
+1 -1 +1 +1
+i -1 -1 +1
+1 +1 -1 +1
+1 1 -1 1

-i +1 -1 +1
1+1 +1 -1

+1 -1 1+t
+1 -1 +1 -1
-1 +1 +1 +1
-1 -1 +1 +1
+1 -1 +1 -l
-1 -1 1 +t
+1 +1 +1 -1
-1 +1 -1 +1
+1 +1 1-1
+1 +1 +1 +1
-1 -1 -1 -1
+1 +1 -1 -1
-1 -1 +1 +1
+1 +1 +1 +1
-1 -1 -1 -1

+1
+1
+1

-1
1

-1
+1
+1

1

+1
-1

1

-1
+1
+1
-1
,1,

+1
+1
-1
-1
+1
+1

-1
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Wz=

+1 +1 -t-1 +1 +1 +i +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1
+1 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 +i +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 -1 -1 -1 ,1
+1 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 -l -1 -1 -1 1-1 +1 +1 +1 +1
+1 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 -1 -1 -1 -i -1 -1 -i -1 1-1
+1 +1 +1 -1 -1 -1 +1 +1 +1 i-1 -1 +i +1 +1 -1+1 +1 +1 1-1 -i +1 +1 +1 -1 -1 -1 11-i+i
+1 +1 -1 +1 11+i-1 -r +t +1 -1 +1 +1 1+1
+1 +1 1+1 -1 1+1 -1 -1 +1 +1 -1 -1 -1 +1 -1+1 +1 -1 -1 +1 -1 -1 +1 -i +1 -1 +1 +1 +1 -1 1

+1 +1 -1 -1 +1 1-t+1 -1 +1 -1 +1 -1 ,1 +1 +1
+i +1 -1 -1 1+1 -1 -1 +1 1+1 +1 +1 +1 -1 -1+1 +1 -1 -1 -1 +1 1-1 +1 1+1 +1 -1 -1 +1 +1
+1 -1 +1 +1 -1 -1 *1 +1 -1 -1 +1 +1 +1 -1 +1 +1
+1 1+1 +1 -1 -1 1+1 -1 *1 +1 +1 -1 +1 -1 -1+1 -1 +1 -1 +1 -1 -1 1+1 +1 +1 -1 +1 -1 +1 -1+1 -1 +1 -1 +1 -1 -1 -1 +1 +i +1 ,1 1+1 -1 +1
+1 -1 +1 -1 1+1 +1 ,1 1+1 -1 +1 +1 -1 +1 1

+1 -1 +i,1 1+1 +1 1 1+1 -1 +1 -1 +1 -1 +1
+1 11+1 +1 1+1 -1 +1 1-1 +1 +1 1-1 +1
+1 1 1+1 +1 ,1 +1 -1 +1 -1 -1 +1 -1 +1 +1 -1+1 -1 1+1 -1 +1. 1+1 +1 +1 -1 -1 +1 ,1 -1 +1
+1 -1 -1 +1 -1 +1 -1 +1 +1 +1 -1 1-1 +1 +1 -1+1 -1 1-1 +1 +1 +1 +1 -1 i+1 -1 +i _1 _1 ,1
+1 -1 -1 ,1 +1 +1 +1 +1 -1 -1 +1 -1 -1 +1 +1 +1

In figure ( 6.1) the individual variancc for three WBE sequence scts and

that of CDMA+TDMA ¿rre shown as a function of M. Th¡ee conclusions can be

made from the figure:

(1). In almost aìl cases(except M:l7), the performance of WBE sequerces

is better than CDMA + TD\,{A as long as the proper sequences are chosen based

on the number of users. For example, if the number of users is ìess than 20 but

Breater than 16, the WBE sequences should be constructed from the 20 x 20

Hadamard matrir; if thc number of users is greater ihan 20 but less than 24, the

WBE sequence set has to be constructed from Hadamard matrix of order 24 x 24.

(2). The r.ariance of WBE sequences frorn the 24 x 24 Hadamard matrix

is much bigger than that from 20 x 20- For example, in the case that there are
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Figure 6-1: The i,nd,iuid,ual uo,riance chatzges wi,th the nurnber of u,sers when L:16

20 users, table 6.1 gives a standard deviation(ø¡¡¿¿ ) of 3.36 db , ivhile table 6.2

gives a standard deviation of 4.31 db. This discrepancy strongly suggests that

the number of users should not be greàter than the length of the sequences by 4,

otherwise, the users have to sulfer an increase ìn interference.

(3). A WBE sequence s€t constructed f¡om one Hadamard matrlx dif-

fers only slightly in variance from a WBE sequence set that is constructed from

another Hadarnard matrix when the numbe¡ of users doesn't reach the full ca-

pacity(not all the WBÐ sequences are used in a system). This is also true within

one WBE sequence set. The variance of one subset is marginally different from

that of another subset.

The above observations can be used to choose WBE sequences of longer

length.
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6.3.2 WBE sequences of arbitrary length

The availability of WBE sequences depends exclusively on the available Hadam¿rd

matrices. Each Hadamard matrix yields a set of WBÐ sequences. The dimen-

sion of Hadamard matrix is believed to be given by Hadamard conjecture, still

unproven,but true for all sizes of practical interest. The conjecture states that

Hadamard matrices exist of dimension l : 1, n : 2, and r¿ rnod 4 : 0- To ac-

commodate N4 users, the dimensionaìity of a Hadamard matrix should be greater

than or equàl to M.

Consider now the design of signal sets for the case where M > 64, i.e.,

an extension of the IS-95 standard to accommodate more users. Two design

approaches, one based on WBE sequences as obtâined from Hadamard matrices,

the other on the CDMA+TDÀ4A approach are compared.

Suppose there ale M(M > 64) users in a CDN4A system, where the length

of each sequence is limited to L:64. There are many choices to construct WBE

sequence sei. Any Hadamard matrices with order K(K > M) can be used to

construct the WBE sequence set, For exarnple, in the case that there are 65

users, the l{adamard matrix,68 x68,72x72,76 x 76..., etc, can be used to

construct the WBE sequence set.

What is th€ best WBE sequence set? The criteria is that the proper WBE

sequence set must minimize the inter-user interference while at the same time ac-

commodating the number of users in the system. The average individual variance

in the system is actually bounded by M + L+(M - L)lM *L: (M - I) (nor-

malized to the energy of the sequence set). Specificaìly, each standard deviation

is calculated as follows :

When 64 < M < 68, the Hadamard matrix of order 68 is the best one to use

to construct WBE sequence set. The upper bound of each indivi<lual standard
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Figure 6.2: The auerage i,r¿di,ui,dual uariance oÍ WBE sequence set and
CDMA+TDMA set when L:64

deviation is: ø¡¡¿¡ < t0 * Log({rc4 " 68 * 416a * 68)) : 3.01dó.

When 68 < M < 72, Hadamard matrix with order 72 is best. The upper

bound is: o¡¡¡p ! 70 * tog({rca * 72 * 8l6a* 7Ð) : a.s2¡lb.

When 72 < M < 76, H¿damard matrix with order 76 is best. The upper

bountì is: o ¡ ¡¡ p ! L0 * tog (ßa * 76 * 12 I 6a r 76)) : b.a}db.

By choosing the proper WBE sequences based on the number of users,

it is always possible to make the variance of each individual user smaller than

that of the CDMA+TDMA system, as can be seen in figure( 6.2), where the

individual variarrce is drawn as a function of the number of users. As a comparison,

two curves overlap at M=64 and 128. In between the two points, the average

individual variance of WBE is less than that of CDMA+TDN4A rvhich indicates

that WBE sequence set is better than CDMA*TDMA.

110
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Figure 6.3: Performance of WBE Jrom 68+68 Hadamard matri,r

6.3.3 Performance simulation and comparison with that
of CDMA + TDMA

The performance of the correlation receiver and the one step iteration receiver is

simulated lor both WBE sequence and CDMA+TDMA in this section.

1. The perforrnance of WBE sequence set

Figure ( 6.3) shows the performance of a subset of 68 WBE sequences from 68 x 68

Hadamard matrir corresponding to M:65, 66, 67, 68. For both the correlation

receiver and the one step iteration receiver the curves indicate that the perfor-

mance is not sensitive to N4. This property is due to the fact that the interference

of each individual user is very close to the average value, which changes little

when lr4 changes. This is determined by an exhaustive computer search wìth the

results shown in Table ( 6.3) and ( 6.a).
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Table 6.3: Average individual user's variance at different numlter of users(from
68 x 68 Hadamard matrix)

nurnb", of ,r=.W
u 287 I 05

65 2.94 3.01
67 2.97 3.89
68 3.01 4.51

One step iteration rece¡ver CDMA+TDMA

o 2 4 6 I 10

S/N

Figure 6.4: Performance oÍ 64 CDMA + r TDMA
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Figure 6 5: Perlormance oJ 65 WBE(from 68 x 68 Hadamard, matrir) users and
64CDMA + 1 TDMA

2. The perforrnance of CDMA + TDMA system

F'igure ( 6.4) shows the performance ofthe correlation receiver for 64 CDMA users

with an additional TDMA users numbering 1 to 4, so the total number of users

X4:65, 66, 67, 68. For different M, the performance differs a lot even when M

changes only by 1. This is due to the great incrernent of interference caused by the

addition of a TDMA user, às can be seen from table ( 6.4) where the individual

variance changes greatly with À4.

3. Performance comparison of WBE sequence set and CDMA + TDMA
sequence sef

Figure (6.5), Figure (6.6), Figure (6.7) and Fìgure (6.8) compare the performance

of WBE sequence set with CDMA+TDMA sequence set in the case M:65, 66,

67,68.

When ,44 : 65(Figure (6.5)), the error probability of WBE crosses that of

CDMA+TDMA at 9 db for the corlelation receiver; even though, the first step

iteration receiver of WBE sequence is still better that of 64 CDMA + 1 TDMA.
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C: 68 users from 68*68
Hadâmârd nìâtrix
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D: iteration receiver ofC

Flgure 6.10: PerJormance of 68 users from the Had,amard matrh of order 6S and
72

when M : 66, 67,68, both the correlation receiver and the first step iteration

receiver of WBÐ sequence have better performance than the CDMA+TDMA

system, So in all cases of 65 < r14 < 68, the iteration receiver of the WBÐ

sequence set lìas a better performance than the CDN4A*TDMA sequence set.

4. Performance of WBE sequence set when M ) 68

'When there is a requirement to accornmodate more than 68 users with fixed

L : 64, the solution is to construct the WBE sequence set from a higher order

Hadamard matrix. Wìthout any doubt, the performance ivill deíeriorate due to

the increased N4AL There is another potential problem: when the users in a cell

keep registering and un-registering dynamically, if the capacity of each cell is

designed to accommodate more thar 72 users, but actually the¡e are less than Z2

users, then the users have to suffer bigger MAI. To analyze such case, figure (6.10)

shows the performànce of 68 users by u6ing the WBE sequence set from Hadamard

I 1E-4

!/r 1E-5

6

S,1.I
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matrix of order 68 and the sequences Hadamard matrix of order 72. Figure (6.9)

shorvs the similar case when M : 67.



Chapter 7

Conclusion

7.L Conclusions

Three different approaches to increase the capacity of CDN'IA sytems have been

discussed up till now: CDÀ,IA+TDMA scheme, the hvbrid of trvo sets of orthog-

onal sequences and the WBE sequence set. Ihe three spreading schemes are

compared in the table (7.1) in terms of performance, compatibility, complexity of

construction, capacity:

Performance: CDMA+TDN4A and trvo sets of orthogonal codes have the same

performance, but they are worse than WBE sequences. Further, all the users of

WBE sequences have identical performance, while in CDMA*TDMA, the TDMA

users have worse performance than the CDÀ44 users. In two orthogonal sets, the

set which doesn't reach the full capacity has a poor performance. When the

Table 7.1: Comparison of different schemes to improve the capacity of CDMA
systems

TDMÂ/CDMA CDMA/TDMA two Orthogonal sets WBE sequences

performance not good

compatibility good

complicatioû good

capa{ity flexible

spreading bad

not good

good

simple

flexible

bad

ûot good

good

ha¡d

flcxible

good

good

rot good

ha¡d

flexible
good
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numbeÌ of usels changes slightly, the performance of WBE sequences remains rel-

atively constant, rvhile the performance in the other trvo schemes changes greatly

rvhen the number of users changes.

Compatitrility: CDMA+TDMA and two sets of orthogonal codes have good

compatibility rvith the existing syst,em: when the number of users âre less than

the dimensjonality of the systen, the system is just OCDMA(orthogonal CDMA);

if there are additional users more than the OCDMA can accommodat€, they can

be easily expanded to be accommodated by TDMA sequences. Since WBÐ is

completely different from OCDMA, it can't coexist with the OCDN4A system.

Cornplexity: In CDMA+TDNIA system, TDNIA users can be easily put in dif-

ferent tìme slots, while the other two schemes need a special buffer to store the

codes. This. howev"r. is not a major concern.

Capacity: All three schemes have good ability to accomodate additional users.

For nCDÀiIA/mTDN4A, m can be as big as n to accommodate m additional users,

though this is not suggested because this leads to large MAI; For two orthogonal

sets of sequences, frtim one set of n orthogonal codes, another set with the same

number can be generated by linear trànsformâtion to àccomodate as many as n

additional users; While WBE sequences can make use of a Hadamard matrix to

accommodate enough users-

Spreading: In CDMA+TDMA, the TDI\{A users are in fact not spread, so the

scheme is less desirable than the other two which have a spreading factor equal

to the length of each sequence.

7.2 Limitations?

The schemes to improve the capacity of CDMA systems discussed in this thesis

are good and practical for uplink. It's eàsy to implement the iteration receiver
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in base station, While it could be a problem in the mobile station depending

on what kind of sequence set the mobile station uses. For the scheme of two

orthogonal signal sets, if the orìginal capacity is n, and the capacity is increased

to n + m, then the original mobile station needs a bank of r¿ correlation receivers

while the additional mobile stations need n correlation receivers. For the scheme

of WBtr sequences) each mobile station aìways needs n correlation ¡eceivers built

in. The additional complexity creates à practical problem.
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Appendix A

Correlation Receiver Derivation

The received signal is:

r(t): ¿t"r1¿¡ * a2s2(t) + û3s3(ú) +?¿(¿)

Sufficient statistics of the receiver are obiained bv;

rT"
,, : Jo r(r) + si(f) dt = at * ('/zlz)(a" + ar) + rLl

,, : 
Ju" 

r(i) * sr(r) d.t - az-r ('/ilz)o, + n"

rT",": .l^ r(t) x s3(t) dt : az t (rt|Ða, + n,

The first term is just the information bit, the second term is a discreLe random

variable with possible value 1 (Pr:0.25),0(Pr-0.5), -1(Pr:fl )g)

Pr[ct1 : r] :0.25 l :'.t"{otr ¡1n,¡,tn,

r {ù ,1-t , vD)1fti
+0.5 J ," Jþ1)dn: t0.25 J _, f(n¡)dn1 (A.l)
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The decision rules for user s2 ând s3 are similar with user sr, the bit error prob-

ability:

r\ | ,/2/2JJn, r,-t 112/2)vri
Prla2 -- 1l - 0.s / *, .[\nr) dnt ' 0.5 J ", 

Ilnz\ dnz \A 2)

/(n1) and f (n2) are normal, zero mean Gaussian densities with variance 1V¡/2.

This scheme is equir,alent to two orthogonal signals with one additional signal, the

number of dimensions are essentialìy the numbe¡ of chips in the CDMA spreading

scheme.
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Appendix B

Individual Optimum Receiver
Derivation

Tìre individually optimum receiver chooses the individual user information

bit a¿ to maximize the probability Pr(a¡ | r1,r2), where 11 and 12 are sufÊcient

statistics as defined in equation 2.77 and 2.18. The decision rule ofthe individual

optimum rcceiver for user i is therefore:

Pr(a¿: *l r1,r2) > Pr(a¿: -7 J rt,rz) a¿ - 1 (B 1)

Pr(ai : *1 | r1,r2) < Pr(a¡: -I I r1,r2\ a¡: -1 (8.2)

The decisìt¡n rule essenlially selects the a¿ that maximizes the likelihood function:

f (r1,12 | a¡), i.e.,

ff f(r1,r2 I a¿: +1) > f(rr,r" I a¿: -1), choose a¿:1

else

l(rt,rz J a¿: *1) < l(rurz ] a¿: -1), choose a¿: *1 (8.3)
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The ìikelihood function f(rr,r, I a¿ : *1) has four terms:

f(r1,12 a¿: +1) : f(rt,r, I a¿ - -ll)Pr(az: t!,as: +1)+

l(rr,r" I a¡: lI)Pr(a,z: -1, a¡ : f 1)*

Í(rt,r" I a¿: *7)Pr(az: ]-7,a3: -1)+

f(rt,r, I a¿: l\)Pr(a2: -1, ¿¡ - 1) (B 4)

Since the ar are assumcd to be equally probable and statistically independent, the

probabilities Pr(a2 : t1, a3 = -17), Pr(a2 : -I,az : +7), Pr(az : *1,a2 :

-7), Pr(a2: -7,a2: 1) are all equal to 0.25.

Consider user 1 in the n'/3 signal assignment scheme, the first term f(rr,r, I

¿r: *1) in equafion (8.4) can be calculated as follows:

f (r1,r, I sy: 11,a2: 1_I,h: +1) :

Ii¡r: 
,fznoop{- u" J, ['ttl si(ú) - s2(t) - 4(t)]2dt] (B 5)

where o2 = No 12.

Since s1(r) : er(t), s,Ø: Søe) +*çzG), s3,o: føG) - *ç"e),
equation (8.5) has the form:

Í(rr r"lat:*!taz: a1,a3 = +1): C *"rn¡-!ÍJ4-J!1]4l:t¡
(8.6)

whe¡e
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Similarly, other berms in equation (8.4) can be calculated as follows:

lît.rzlot : +t.02- r.ø3 - a1 | : C i"rpl-!-2r\.-:J'21 (B 7)

f(,l,,z1al:*7,az:-l7,al:-1):"*",o{_#}(B,8)

f(rt,rz 1 a1 : lI,a2: -7, az: -1) : C + exp{-
J-2'/t-2(1 -yz)rl

¿(t'

1'he likelihood function Í(rr,rz I ¿r : *1) also has fou¡ terms:

f (rt,r, I ar: *1) : J(r7,12 la¿= I)Pr(a2: *1, a3 : a1¡-¡

J(rt,r, I ar : -I)Pr(az: -l,az: +1)+

l(rt,r, Ia¡: -7)Pr(az: f1,a¡: -1)+

f(rr,rz I a¡: *1)Pr(az: -1, ¿1 : -1)

The four terrns in equation (8.10) have the form:

(B.e)

(8.10)

I (rr,r" I at : -I, o.z: *1, ¿¡ : +1) : 
" 
*.tOt-LÚ#&|

(8.i1)

l(rr,r, I (rt : -1,a2 : -7, a:t: +1) : C * "rn{-?!3;;}!4} (8.12)

f (rr,rr)at: -1,a2:11,a3: -1) : " 
*"*6-U#@} (8.13)

l(r',,rzlat: - I,02- -l.a¡ - -i) : C*"rp{-3 *}e$:-!}!:t

(8.14)
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The boundary of the decision rule is by considering equality in equation 8.3.

After sirnple rnanipulation the following is obtained:

-__,rt,, ,r/1r,-{z ,t/2rr, , rt.. ,\/2rt+J2 ,t/2rze"rp\ orl\(osh- ¡ ¡rIsn ¡ ¡ = erpl -p)lØsh ---rrosh , )

(8.15)

After separating the variables of 11 and 12, the following formula can be obtained:

. ., ,/2rz coshø'\.!2 . er pç21.ì )cosh!2fz ¡Losh ;" 02 e¡pl+) _ 1
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Appendix C

Construction of Hadamard
matrix

C.1 Introduction

In 1933 Paley i15l proved that the order of Hadam¿rd a matrix is divisibte by

4, but the reverse statement is true or not is unknown: i.e., does there exist

Hadamard matrices of order n for all n divisible by 4. This is the so callcd

Hadamard conjecture. When r.r increa.ses, the possible cornbinations goes to 2",

which explodes exponentially. Ðven when n:28, it is clifficult to calculate a brutal-

force search. There are no general construction nrethods. However, with the

help of the computer, the order of about 4000 Hadamard matrices have been

constructed with the exception of order 268 [15].

For a certain order n, the number of distinct Hadamard matrices are usually

not unique. For n ( 28, The numbers of orders 0, 4, 8, 72, 76., 20, 24, 28, are

respectively 1. 1, 1, 1, 5, 3. 60, 487.

Several main methods to consttucl Hadanmard matrlr are introduced in

the following sections.
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C.2 Recursive rnethod

This method can construct a Hadamard matrix ofo¡der 2" by a recursive procedurell9]

Hr:o

",:(3?) (c.1)

-:('ii') (c.2)

"," 
: ( f; fi) (c 3)

where n is the power of 2 and 11,. denotes the binary complement of -É1,,.

C.3 Cronecker Product construction

If (1J¿¡) is a\y nxn Hadamard matrix, and Bt,82, ...8^ arc any mxm Hadamard

matrix, fhen the matrix obtained from the Kronecker product:

/ hr,B, hrzB, ... h,".B, \
H a l ar . Br. ...B,l : I t"' a' hztBz h'"8' | (C.4)

\ ", 
,, h^'n*^ ... o,-"^ )

is an nm x r¿m Hadamard matrix.
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A special case is: if Bt : Bz: Bs: .. = 8,, Lhe Kronecker product is:

HxlB1,B2, B"l=HxB

C.4 Paley construction

PALEY'S THEOREMIf q is an odd prime or q : 0 ¿rrd n is any positive

integer, then there is an Hadamard matrix of order m : 2e (q" + 1), where e is

any positive integer such that Modfm,4l: O [t¿][20].

Hadamard matrices .I1" can be constructed by using the finite fr,elð, GF(p^)

when ir : 4l - 1 and m is odd. Pick a representation r relatively prime to p,

then by setting to -1 l(p - 1)/21 (u'here lrJ is the floor function)distincr equally

spaced residues rnod p (r0,r,12, ...,r0,r2,r4,...,etc) it addition to 0, a Hadamard

matrix is obtained if the powers of r (mod p) run through < L(p - 1)/21. For

example,

n : L2 : 111 + 1 : 2(5 + 1) : 22(2 + 1)

is ofthe form with p:17:4 x 3- l and m = 1. Since rn = 1, rve are dealing

with GF(11). So pick r=2 and compute its residue(mod 11), rvhich are:

_0-1

rr =2
2,

r3=8

r' = lb=i)

r5=10

rô = 20=9
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17 = I8=7

r8 = 14=3

r" = tl

r1o = 12=1.

Picking the frrst lll/21 : 5 residues and adding 0 gives: 0, 1,2, 4, 5,8, which

should then be set to 1 in the matrix obtained by rvriting out the residues in-

creasing to the left and up along the border(0 through P - 1, followed by oo),

then adding horizontal and vertical coordinates to get the residue to place in each

square.

This gives rise to the following matrk when "0,7,2,4,5,8" are replaced bv

oo oo oo oo oo oo oo co co co cc oo
10 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 I cc
9 10 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 co
8 9 10 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 oo
7 8 I 10 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 oo
6 7 8 9 10 0 1 2 3 4 5 oo
5 6 7 8 910 012 3 4cn
4 5 6 7 8 I 10 0 1 2 3 co
3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 0 I 2 oo
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 I 10 0 1 co
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 I 10 0 oo
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 I 10 oo



"1". alrd all other entrjcs by '-1"

-1 -1 -l
-1 +1 +1

-1 -1 +1
+l-1 1

-1 +1 -1
-i -1 +1
+1 -1 -1
+1 +1 -1
-1 +1 +1
+1 -1 +1
+1 +1 -l+1 +1 +l

-1 -1 -7
+1 -1 +1
+1 +1 -1
+1 +1 +1

-1 +1 +1

-1 -1 +1
+1 -1 -1
-1 +1 -1
-1 -1 +1
+1 -1 -1
+1 +1 -1
-1 +1 +1

-1 -1 1

+1 -1 -1
+1 +1 -1
-1 +1 +1
+1 -1 +1
+i +1 -1
+1 +1 +1

-1 +1 +1
-1 -1 +1
+1 -1 -1
-1 +1 -1
-1 -1 +1

-1 -1 -1
+1 -1 -1
-1 +1 1

I -1 -1
+1 -1 -1
+1 +1 -1
-1 +1 -1+1 -1 -1
+1 +1 *1
+1 +1 -1
-1 +1 -1
-1 -l -1

If6 can be trivially constructed from Ha ØHa. H2s can,t be built up from

smaller matrices, so r¿ - 20:19* 1 :2(32 +7):Zr(2" * 1) can be used. Only

the flrst form can be used, rvith.p:79:4x 5 - 1 and m:1. Therefore using

GF(19), and set 9 residues plus 0 to 1. H21 can be constructed from H2 @ H12.

C.5'W-illiamson construction

C.5.1 Circulant matrix:

A circulant matrix is one obtained by circulating its first row[20]:

In b cf
l, " tlla c al
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C.5.2 Williamson theorem:

If A, B, C, D are symmetric, circulant n x n Íìatrices satisfying: A2 + B2 + C2 +

D2 : 4nI. then the matrlx

/A _B _C.D\
,:l "" A -i :,1

\¡ -c -B -A)
(c.5)

is an nm x r¿m Hadamard matrix. The matrices A,B,C,D are called Williamson

matrices.

Williamson produced Williamson matrices of odd orders n:3,...,2I,25,JT,

and 43. There are now known Williamson malrices for all odd n < 100 except

n:35, 47, 51, 53, 65, 67.7I,73,77, 81, 83. 93, 95.

C.6 Baurnert and M. Hall construction

Baumert and M. Hall[21] produced Williamson matrices of order 2J jn 1962,

therefore demonstrating {or the frrst time the existelce of an Hadamar<l matrix of

order 4 x 23 = 92, the smallest unsolved case at that time. The work was aided

by computer.

Another idea is ariese for the Williamson array A,B,C,D. With the following

1i0



aüangement, one can g€t ànother kind of Hadamard matrix

CCD
DD_C
D.D_B
_BD_C
-CAAB_A_C
DBB
B_AA
_A_BB
_A _C _D
_CC_A
_A_B D

B
B
D
D

_A
_A
_D
_C
C
_B
_A
C

AA
A-A
AB
B_A
B_C
B_D
CB
C_D
C_D
DC
DC
DB

ABB
_BA_B
,A-AC
A_AC
_D_DD
D_D_C
-C _C .A
CDD
_DC_D
_BBA
BB_B
C_C,A

DD
-( -(,
C-C
_B -CB-B
CB
_Á Á

_B _B
AA
_AD
D_D
_DA

C
D

_D
C
A

_D
_A
_B
C

,t

B

From this Williamson array of order q, the Hadamard matrix of order 12q can be

obtained.

C.7 Turyn construction

The circular Hadamard m¿ t rix:

[+1 -t +1 +l
l+1 +1 1 +1

l*t +i +1 -1
l-1 +1 +1 +1

T\ryn proved that the order of circular Hadamard matrix must have the form

þ2, wLrcre p > 55 and p is odd, but nor a prime power[22][29][24].

C.8 Goethals and Seidel construction

As an improvemert on the Williamson construction, Goethals and Seidel altered

the Williamson matrices so that the circulant matrices A, B, C, and D need not
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be symmetric. They must satisfy

AAt+BBt+CCL+DDt:4nI

rather than A2 + B2 + C2 + D2: 4n1. Under these conditions the matrice

I A BR _cR -DRl
IBR A _DR CB I

lcn DR A -BRlI,on -cR Bß A l

is a Hadamard matrix, where R is a certain back * ctrculanf matrix, now known

as the Goetl¿als - S eidel arrayfZS].
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Appendix D

Hadamard matrices of order 2O
and 24

Some examples of Hadamard matrices of order 20 and, 24 are listed here. (for

brevit¡ "f" represent

matrices of order 20 ard,24 are listed.

D.l Hadamard matrices of order 20

Ht=

++++++++++++++++++++
l1+++l I t-.+ +
+++++-- -,+++++-,---+ ----++++-+++++----++---+++--+++---++--
+-+- -+++- -+ -++---+++- + -+--+++++-- -- ++
+---++--+++--++-++--
-++-++-+-++-+-++---

- -++ -+-+-++ +-++-+--
-+--+++ + -+-+-++- +-+-*++-+-+++-+-+---+
- +-+++--+-+++-- ++-
--+-++-++--++-+-+--+
-+ +-+ ++--+,++--++-

+-+ -++--+,-+++ +--+
--++ +++-+,++---+-+

- ++-++-+++- +-+-+-
-++---+-++++--+--+-+
-++----++++-++--+-+-



++--++++-+-+-- -++,+ -++--++++-+ +-- -+++ +-++--++++-+-+----++
++-++--++++-+-+----+
-++-++ -++++-+-+ --+ -- ++- ++ - -++++ - + +--+
---++ ++- ++++ +-+-+
----++-++ -++++ +-++
+-- ++ ++--++++-+-+
-+----++-++--++++-++ +-+- --++-++--++++-+
-+-+- _-++-++--+++++
+- +-+- - - ++-++- -++++ ++-+-+- --++-++--+++ +++-+ +--- -++-++ -++ ++++-+ +-- -++-++ --t-
-++++ +-+----++-++-+
--++++ +-+ ---++ ++-t-

l__1i11_I-l___-++-++ - --+

þII

-++-- +++ -++++ -+ +--+- +- +++-+-+ +--+
+---++-+ +-+-++-+--+
-+-+++--+--++--++--+
--+++--t-+ -+--+ ++--+
--++ +-t+ --++-+ -+-+
-+--+++-+-+--++- + +
+-+-++---++-+--+ + +
++ +--+- +- +-+ +-+-+
+++ --++ ++-- ++-+
--l---+-++-++++-- --++
--++ +--++++-+- -++ ++ +-+-+ +-* ++--++
+-+ +-+-+ +-,++--++
+++--++ ---++--+-++ +- ++--++ -++ --+++ ++++--- +----+-++++
----+++++--- -+++++ ++++++++++

++++++++++++++++++++

:tH

:ZH



H¿:

+--- +- --++ ++-++
-+--- +---+++-- +-++
-+- -+- -+++-+-+ +
--+ --+ -+++++-++- -- ++- -++ ++-++++++--- +- -+++ +

+-+++-+- -+-+--+++--++-++ -+ -+-+- +++-
+++ +-- +---+-+--+++
++++--- -++-,+ +--++
- ++ -+ ++-+----,++++
- - -++-+-++-+ +-++++-- ++-+ +--+- ++-++
++- --++-+ - --+-+++-+
-++- ++-+ -- +++++-
+- +--++ +-* +----+-+- --++-+- -+----+-+ +---+- -+ --+--

- -+-+++-- -- +----++--+--++-, - --+-,--+
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D.2 Hadamard matrices of order 24

l1t :

++++++++++++++++++++++++
lr+ l+++l I l+---
++++++------++++++-- *---
++++++-- - --+++++++++ --+++---+++ --++++++---+++--- +++- - +++
+ + - + - - + * -++ - ++ - + - + -,++-++-+- + - - + + - - - + - + + - + + - -+++--+--+ +-+++- -+ -+-+-+++--+--+ +-+ --++,++-+ +-
++- - +--+-++++---+--+ ++++- -+- +-++- -+++ -++ +--
+ - ++ - - - + - - ++ + -++ - - - + -+++-++-- + -++-+, +++ ++--+-+-+ -+++-+ +-+ ++++-+ -1- +++,,+ +-+++---+
+-+ -++ -+-++,+ -++ -+-++-+ -++ +-+-+ ++--++-+-+--++-+-+--++ ++ -+ +--++ -++-+-+- +-++ -+ -+ ++-+- +-+-+++- +--+ + -+++ -
+ --+ - + - +++ * -++ -+ -+ - - - ++
+ - - - ++++ - -+ + - - -++++ -,+-
+ - - - + ++ + - + - - +++ - - -, ++ -+
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Hz:

++++++++ ++++++++++++++++
I l f ++++ t I t-++
++++++-- ---++++++++- --++++ -++++--++--++++--++-- -++ -++++++l-+ - - - ++ - - ++ - - ++++ --++- ++++ --++++++--
+ +++ - - - - ++ - - - - ++++ - -++++- ++++++ -++--++ -
+ + - - + + - - + + - - - - ++ - - - + +++++ - - ++ - - ++ - -++++ - -, - ++
++--++ - - - ++++ ---++--+++-+ +-+ + - + - + - + - + - + - + - +-
+ -+-+ +-+ +- -+ +-+-+-+-+
+- -++ +- -+ ++,+-+ -+-+ +
+ -+- + -++ -++ +--++--+-++ + -+ - - + - + - ++ - -+ - + -++ - +,+ ++--+ ++- ++, l-+ +--++ +- -++ - -+ +-+ ++-+-+ _+
+- -++ -++ - +-+ ++,+--++-
+ --+ +-++-+- + -++ -++--++- -+ ++-+ -+ ++--+-++_+_+-+--+-+-++--++-+--+ ++_+--+ ++--++-+--+-++ -++,
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8II

-++ ++ - + - + - - + + - - ++ - - + - +
-++-+ -+-+ +--t-+ +-+-+--+
-+-++-+-+- ++- -+ ++ +--+ +--++- + +,+ -+-++-+ -+-+ ++--+-++-+-+- ++- ++--+
+--+-+-+-++-+-+- ++- + -+ +--+-++ +- -+-++-+ -++- +
-+-++ +--++-+ +-+ - +-+ +
+ +- -++- -+-++, ++-+--+-+
+ +-+- - ++--++ +--+ +-+-+
+-+-+-+ -++- + +-+-++- +
-+ + + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - +
++ ++--- ++++ ++--++ ++----++++- ++--++- - -++ ++++ -- -++-- - -++ -++ -++
- ++--++ ++++++--- --++ ++ - - ++++- - - - - - ++ - - ++++
--++++++-- ++++--++

++++--++ -++- -++++ ++++- --++ --++- ++++
++ ++++ ++++ ---++
-++++++--- --++++++
---- ++++++++++++

++++++++++++++++++++++++

= t.H
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